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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Teacher Resource Booklet

This booklet, as the name implies, should be used as a

resource from which a teacher may get some basic ideas of

projects that might be carried on in the field. It is not

meant to give a complete description of possible topics and

procedures but should be used as only a starting point to

stimulate the teacher's thinking.

If one, or several, of the topics appeals to you, and vou
wish mcre information please contact the ECO staff or bring the

question un at your orientation sessions.



OBJECTIVES OF FIELD SCIENCE TN CONNECTION WITH PROJECT ECO

The student will:

1. Learn to recognize the more common and conspicuous animals and plants o= Iowa.
(Field taxonomy).

2. Become acquainted with the methods of identifying unfamiliar organisms.
(Laboratory taxonomy).

3. Observe how 'living things depend on their environment. (Autecoloqy).

4. Study the types of biological communities in central Iowa. (Synecology).

5. Find out how organ sms fit into specific habitats. (Adaptation).

6. Discover what animals and plants are of particular importance to man.
(Economic biology).

7. Consider the prot'ems that arise as a result of the interaction of the
balance of nature and man's desire to modify natural phenomena. (Conservation).

8. Learn various methods of collecting and preserving organisms. (Museum

methods).

9. Transplant organisms from natural conditions to laboratory settings and maintain

them alive. (Culturing, zoo keeping, gardening).

10. Experience living in outdoor situations. (Woodcraft).

TEACHERS RESPONSIBILITY CONNECTED WITH PREPARING FOR ECO FIELD TRIPS:

1. Attend the orientation session to be held prior to each field trip.

2. Spend some time during the intervening period preparing the students for some
of the activities planned for the field trip.

3. If the trip is to last all day, or over the noon hour, instruct the students
to bring a sack lunch.

4. The field trip should be held, rain or shine so instruct the students to wear
appropriate clothing. (ECO does have 30 rain ponchos).



STANDARD RULES FnR TUACHERS USING PROJECT ECO FACILITIES

The first and foremost concern of the administration and coordinator is:

1. For the safety, at all times of each child. Everything you say and do

and every decision- you make must be made with safety in mind.

2. No children will to left unsupervised at any time or allowed to roam

on their own.

3. The teachers will --yy to keen a teazher-student relationship and still

tend to their neeus and problems.

4. It is suggested that you -.efrain from inviting friends to participate. (

5. Your fullest cooperation and help in making this program a success

is very important.

6. The teachers should nave their classes ready to board the bus at the time

agreed upon. (Not too early).

7. Have fun and enjoy yourself; this becomes infectious and helps the
students adapt to the situation and enjoy themselves.

8. Remember this will be a new experience for all the children. Let's

make their experience a good one.
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1. Were the object'
stood by all?

2. Was the group adeuuatel;

(a) clothing (t*

information

3. How large was the c., :::117)":
4

"vP'RIECES

*fled. stateo, and under-

(d) background

0 uunlls)

4. Were the group ouj, unplanned learning

activities?

5. Were all of the chiljit!l. --ve* leilrning process?

(Learning by duit

6. Did they appear to 1).:' * fun at e -e they we-e learning?

7. Did they appear to ;,e a d;1--t 'e answering all the leader's

Questions? Did the ra,iv answers 4n the children's

questions?

8. Was the atmosphere of disi'uferi, ar.d Problem solving evident?

9. Did the group seem to under sand, vocahulary and ,-oncepts vesented?

10. Did the lesson 6ppear to !'Ole-' tut.: Lhildren', merest?

11. Was the length of ti :le ade,luate for each lesson taught?

12. Were the uses of many of the five senses utilized in the learning process?

13. Did the leader have adequate control and supervision in guiding the

children's learning exneriences?

14. Were necessary safety precautions ohservcd when walking through the

woods and fields?

15. Do you feel that these le ;sons taught in the out of-doors were best

learned there rather th,n in a clas-,roo:

16. Were some of the learnin.; e/oerience, ic,r*.,1ted with what was being

studied in the classron. ?

Evaluation of the progam of :11-!*-Dr Educatic,f. cno. only cc ,e as the teacher

sees ,:.the children ioproah ,sable's amo understanding and

awareness. The teache- will Le the best ,u1:1, ot the outdoor

experience has enriched the individual ii -i (xid kncwledr;e.

Please refer to the Aove
commerts, pro or con w,ll Le

Soutnern University

Ary other ideas or

-,r, Project Coordinator



AMES COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Lincoln Building

120 South Kellogg
AMES. IOWA 50010

David L. Moorhead
Superintendent February 22, 1972

Dear Teacher,

We need your opinions, your criticisms and your suggestions about
Project ECO. You have been a key part of this unique project, and so we
want to know how the project is going, what we can do to improve it, and

so forth. This is a mid-year look at the program in the belief that we

can make adjustments for the 3rd field trip.

To get this information in a way which is as brief and easy for you
as possible, we have prepared a series of questions which require only
that you indicate the response of your choice. However, please feel
free to make any comments as you go along, and especially consider the
request for criticisms and suggestions at the end. Please take a few

minutes now to respond to this questionnaire and return it in the envelope
to your principal today.

Sincerely,

Auxe,eaAmhea___
David Moorhead
Superintendent

L1/461<'4-11-
Luther Kiser
Director, Project ECO

DM:LK/dc

Attachment



Teacher Class School

Plea;e respon-i to the following questions by circling your response:

SD = Strongly Disagree

D = Disagree

D/A = Neither disagree or agree

A = Agree

SA = Strongly Agree

1. Project ECO is a worthwhile curriculum venture.

2. I approie of the field trip preparations (teacher-coordinator

meeting).

3. I felt mom sure of myself during the Second ECO field trip

than during the first.

4. I feel there needs to be an inservice program regarding

Project ECO.

5. I feel there is too much emphasis on science in Project ECO.

6. I feel the classes not now in Project ECO would like to be

involved in it.

7. I would like to be involved in the ECO project next year.

I feel more adult supervision is needed on the field trips.

9. I felt I understood the unit objectives adequately before

the field trip.

10. I feel the time in the field is too long for my students.

11. I believe most of my students enjoy the Project ECO

activities.

12. I feel the field trips have been too structured for my

students.

13. I favor a milk-cookie break for my students on the field

trips.

14. I believe virtually all my students met with some success

in the field activities.

15. I feel my students enjoyed the unstructured time on field

trips.

16. I feel my students benefited from the unstructured time on

field trips.

I believe there was an atmosphere of "discovery" or "explor-

ation" or " roblem solving" among my students on the field

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D G/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA

SD D D/A A SA



1. Project ELO is a worthwhile curriculum venture. zyuLi - ,

2. I approve of the field trip preparations (teacher-coordinator

meeting).

SD D D/A A SA

3. I felt more sure of myself during the Second ECO field trip

than during the first.

SD D D/A A SA

4. I feel there needs to be an inservice program regarding SD D D/A A SA

Project ECO.

5. I feel there is too much emphasis on science in Project ECO. SD D D/A A SA

6. I feel the classes not now in Project ECO would like to be

involved in it.

SD D D/A A SA

7. I would like to be involved in the ECO project next year. SD D D/A A SA

I feel more adult supervision is needed on the field t.-ips. SD D D/A A SA

9. I felt I understood the unit objectives adequately before

the field trip.

SD D D/A A SA

10. I feel the time in the field is too long for my students. SP D D/A A SA

11. I believe most of my students enjoy the Project ECO

activities.

SD D D/A A SA

12. I feel thi. field trips have been too structured for my

students.

SD D D/A A SA

13. I favor a milk-cookie break for my students on the field

trips.

SD D D/A A SA

14. I believe virtually all my students met with some success

in the field activities.

SD D D/A A SA

15. I feel my students enjoyed the unstructured time on field SD D D/A A SA

trips.

16. I feel my students benefited from the unstructured time on SD D D/A A SA

field trips.

I believe there was an atmosphere of "discovery" or "explor-

ation" or "problem solving" among my students on the field

trips.

SD D D/A A SA

18. I feel the parents would support Project ECO if it were not

federally funded.

SD D D/A A SA

19. I believe the parents of my students would prefer to have the

trip postponed in the event of inclement or cold weather.

SD D D/A A SA

20. I feel the parents clearly understand and accept the need
for "special" clothing on field trips.

SD D D/A A SA

21. I believe the ECO Newsletter should go to the parents of
all students involved in Project ECO.

SD D D/A A SA

22. I believe the parents of my students have enough information
about Project ECO.

SD D D/A A SA

...i

23. I feel the parents of children not involved in ECO feel their

children should be involved.

SD D D/A A SA



24.

25.

26.

2

I feel the parents of children not involved in ECO hope their
children will be involved next year.

SD D D/A A SA

I feel the parents of children not involved in ECO feel field
trips close to the school are enough.

SD D D/A A SA

I feel the parents of children not involved in ECO think there
should be no field trips -- only classroom work.

SD D D/A A SA

27. How much time did you spend preparing your students for each field trip?

28. How did you prepare your students for each field trip?

29. How much class time did you use for discussion of ECO activities after each field trip?

30. What curriculum areas do you think benefit by way of "carry-over" from ECO activities?

31. How many ECO field trips do you think there should be each year for your class?

32. Were you able to relate much of the field trip activities to your other studies in theclassroom? Very Little Somewhat To a Large Extent Almost Entirely

33. I think the noon lunch should be: Sack lunch, each bring his own.

Picnic lunch, class go together for hot dogs,
etc.

34. If there is a milk-cookie break in mid-morning, who should provide food?

Individual Student

Each School or Class

Project ECO

35 Estimate what percent of the parents of your students approve of Project ECC.

36, How many parents of your stuoents have expressed the desire to go along on thefield trips?

37 HOw should communication with parc!r.:, about Project ECO improv d



27. How much time did you spend preparing your students tor eacn field trip?

28. How did you prepare your students for each field trip?

29. How much class time did you use for discussion of ECO activities after each field trip?

30. What curriculum areas do you think benefit by way of "carry-over" from ECO activities?

31. How many ECO field trips do you think there should be each year for your class?

32. Were you able to relate much of the field trip activities to your other studies in the
classroom? Very Little Somewhat To a Large Extent Almost Entirely

33. I think the noon lunch should be: Sack lunch, each bring his own.

Picnic lunch, class go together for hot dogs,

etc.

34. If there is a milk-cookie break in mid-morning, who should provide food?

Individual Student

Each School or Class

Project ECO

35. Estimate what percent of the parents of your students approve of Project ECO.

36, How many parents of your students have expressed the desire to go along on the
field trips?

37. How 'should communication with parents about Project ECO be improved?

Newsletter

.

PTA Newspaper Radio Other

38. What do you like about Project ECO?

39. What don't you like about Project ECO?

40. What do you see as the main benefits of Project ECO?

41. How can Project ECO be improved?



COMMuAty
city park

Activity or problem: Invcst::.T 1,-.

Background ne:del: None

ih

Specific ECO objective: While visitin;; a tirtet studaLcs
investigate the complexity :-)f the interrelati,nships of lif- icy

a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Children should dr-cide that eartht,o;-m,
and other tunnel makers are usef,.1 in several ways.

Procedure: Take children to area wherc. are maly hp.-!s with

s-.1a11 piles of soil around them. Children may identify these as
earthworm tunnels. Children take small funnels and fill a tunnel with
water, notice the amount of eater used-

Pour water on another section of ground where there arc no
tl.nnels. Notice what happens to the water.

Have the children crush some c,f the ea..-thworm deposits in

their fingers and note how easily the soil broke up.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Funnels and water containers.

Suggested evaluation: Evaluate small discussion groups.



Topic: Lite Forms = ql: K-3 Locality: local parks

Activity di " t,. leaf toms.

Background needed: rzcognitcan of different shapes of leaves from trees.

Specific ECO objective: Uhile 'isiting a tthher tract students will investi-
gate the complexity of -ife in a f:,resr.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) students will see that 'ea from trees
have many shapes and but have many things

Procedure: Rand out seven to _en leaf samples to each two children and
have them classify into 2 groups o4 similar features.

Mateila aee,.ed. PentLI, nett book.

8
Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Leaves to be identified which arg_

pressed and named. Conifers (evergreen) and Deciduous (broad leaf).

Suggested evaluation: Teacher observat_on and evaluation of value judgments
made by students.



Topic: Life Fotm5 c. 1-3 Local: local parks

1Lef *-

Background needed: r:eccniltion :t different shapes on leaves of trees.

Sp ,0 objective vi:,itine a timber tract, students will

Avc igate the COmp)e:-It\: "f the intetrelationships of life in a

forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will see that leaves are either

simple or compoun, ?-cla c7n he classified as such.

Procedure: Take students ,Jn a nature Like and point out simple and compound

leaf patterns.

Materials needed. L'b _7onsi%_-ity) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Supply leaves to be identified

which are pressed and named. Simple leaves and compound leaves.

Suggested evaluation: Place a number of simple and compound leaves in
a pile and have students sepoi-ate them into two piles of similar leaf

structures.

t



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade level: 1-3 Locality: local parks

Activity or problem: Lo king, at tree leaf forms.

Background needed: Recognition of different shapes o leaves from trees.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-
gate the complexity of the Interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticpated outcome: (concepts) Students will see that simple leaves may
be lobed or relatively smooth, and that all lobed leaves have common

characteristics.

Procedure: Take students on a nature hike and point out simple leaf
patterns, allowing children to make judgments as to either being lobed

or not.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Supply of simple leaves to be iden-

tified.

Suggested evaluation: Place a number of simple leaves, lobed and not lobed,

in a pile and have the students separate into two piles.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 1 jhocalitv: parks

Acitvity or problem: Study of insect homes.

Background needed: Have some idea as to what an insect is.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will

investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in

a forest.

Anticipated outcome: Students will disr:over that insect homes have much the

same function as their own homes.

procedure: Explain to students the many different kinds of insect homes.

Insect galls
- slippery elm pouch gall

- goldenrod bunch gall

- oak apple gall
- hackberry leaf

Show students pictures of such galls and allow them time to

collect from nature.

Students may return with many insect houses for further study.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: Can the student identify an insect gall?



Topic: Soils Suggested Grade Level: 1 and 3 Locality:

Activity or problem: Study of soils.

Background needed: None

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust in order

to determine the effects of former environments on various ecological

relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will begin to classify soils as

to materials contained - color and texture.

Procedure: Dig up a trowel full of soil and check if you find any of the

following: pebbles, sand, twigs, leaves, weeds, insects, worms,

or grass.

Check your soil sample as to color as follows: tan, brown, red,

black.

Check your soil sample to see if a magnet will pick up any of

of the soil.

Roll a little ball in your hands. Add enough water to make it

roll easily. Roll the ball into a snake. Does your snake hold

together: well, fairly well, not at all.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Trowels, magnets, hand lens.

Suggested evaluation: Students will be able to preform the suggested teats

on many kinds of soil.



Topic: Soil Suggested Grad,. Level: 1 L)cdl part.

Activity or problem: Simp;c roe. .,It_ection.

Background needed: None.

Specific ECO objective: Students %All investigate the earth's crust in

order to determine the effects of former environments on various

ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) .latter is characterized by prol:erties

by which it can be identified and classified. Students will become

aware of other things in their environment besides just rocks.

Students will realize there are many ways to sort things all correct.

Procedure: lla-;e students pick up stones that they especially like as they

Walk along a nature trail or stream bed. Upon returning have students

sort them.

It would be well to divide students intc groups of two for collec-

tion and sorting. Let students select their own method of sorting.

Compare methods and ideas.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, collecting

sack.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: Have students classify things they have never seen

before.



Topic: Soils SuggesLed _GraJt:
1-. Locality. city park

Activity or problem: Find out about soil.

Background needed: none.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust in

order to determine the effects of former environments on various

ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Environments differ. natter is char-

acterized by properties by which it can be identified and class-

ified.

Procedure: Visit different. places which contain different kinds of soil.

Example - on a grassy lot Dare lot island around a tree - on a

hillside.

Determine how hard the so;-.. j_s by touching soil with your finger.

Would it be very hard - hard soft?

Determine how hard the soil is by tyinl tc, push a mcil into

the soil. Would it be very hard hard soft?

Determine how fast water soiks into different soils, by driving

a juice can, with both ends removed, about 1" into the ground. Fill

the can with water. Wait two minutes and determine how much water

soaked into the soil.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibillty)
Pencil, note book, 1 small

juice cal per group of 2.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Vone.

Suggested evaluation: By discussion, determine if the students relate

soil hardness to absorption ability.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: all 7.ocality: look under pro-

cedure

Activity or problem: Adaptations for winter survival.

Background needed: Start with the premise that all species survive the

winter. This may be developed in a discussion prior to the field

work. Some of the types of adaptations should be previewed in this

discussion:

Migration to warmer latitudes
Migrations to lower levels of soil or water
Migrations into sheltered area - caves, hollow trees, buildings,

etc.
Coping directly with cold
Dormancy
Increased activity and foOd intake
Changes in color and body insulation
Use of insulated nests

Specific ECO objective: Students will explore adaptations of organisms
that help them survive the conditions e Iowa winter.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The understanding that life continues

through the winter months.

Procedure: Working in teams of two or three, students will investigate
a number of winter habitats - observing conditions as well as the kinds

of organisms found in these habitats. (It may be permissible to collect

samples of some of the organimsm for additio ndoor observing).

Suggested habitats:

Under and inside rotting logs/
Under shaggy bark of trees
Inside plant galls
Among leaves on ground
In top layer of soil, no more than one foot deep
In lower layer of soil, more than one foot deep
In debris at bottom of pond
In debris at bot#3m of stream
Among stones at bottom of stream
Among first-year leaves of mullein
In unheated buildings and hollow t- es

In caves or cellars
In heated buildings
In slow banks

A follow-up disgussion based on the field work may be used to

summarize the findings.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, collect-

ing jars and any digging equipment available.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Shovels, trowels, hand ax, ther-

mometers.

guggutectlyAlgulsmu Student reports, objective quiz.



WIND GAUGES

The wind gauges should be made from cardboard. The cardboard back from an
8-1/2 x 11 inch tablet of writing paper is ideal.

Trace the pattern of the gauge onto the cardboard. (For classroom use, dup-
licate a pattern for each student.) With a ruler and the point of a knife score all
the lines which are marked "score". Scoring means to cut into the cardboard only
a little way so that 1-': will fold easily along the line of the score. The scoring cut
should be on the outside of the fold., Note that two short scores are to be done on
the reverse side.

Cut completely through the cardboard along the lines marked "cvt". Tape the
folded flaps where they are marked.

Assembly:

1. Tunnel wind gauge

Fold along scored lines to make a box with open ends. Tape the long
side flap down to the side of the box.

-\.

Open the small flaps so that they point up. Use a large pin or other sharp
metal point to make holes at the dots. Also make holes at the dots on the handle
of the wind vane after it has been folded and taped.

li\ -...1\1.......:...,,,........



-2-

Put the wind vane inside the tunnel so that the handle points up through the
hole. Shove a straightened paper clip or other wire through all four holes to support
the vane. Marks can be made on the flap next to the handle of the vane to indicate
wind speed when the tunnel is pointed at the wind. /'.---.

2. Wind direction finder and speed indicator

Cut out of stiff cardboard. Make a small hole at the dot. Tie a thread
through the hole. Cut the thread off so that it just reaches the inside of the

curve of the indicator.
If the thread does not hang straight down (if it is curly) rub some light-

weight oil into it (corn oil, mineral oil, or three-in-one lubricating oil).

When the indicator is aimed into the wind, the thread blows back directly over
the curve. How far the thread blows back is an indication of the wind speed. Mark

equal divisions along the curve for easy reading. This device is more sensitive than
the tunnel wind speed indicator and can be used for very slight breezes.
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Topic: Air Suggesten

ActiviLy or problem: Wind v-Irilr.leF.

Background needed: Know how to read a thermoreter.

Specific ECO objective: Sruderts will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will observe that wind is created

by differences in air temp.

Procedure: Students will investigate the action of wind in a natural area
by measuring the air temperature at the top of the hill and at the

bottom. Using a smoke source students t.111-observe the patterns and
movemet,ts of wino .urrents,

Repeat the observations at different times for comparisons:
summy day, cloudy day, summer, winter, spring, fall.

Survey and record any natural features suck- as outcropings,
slumps, etc. which effect wind patterns (possible mapping).

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Thermometers, smoke source.

Suggested evaluation: In a given situation, students can predict wind patterns.



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 3 Locality:
school area or park

Activity or problem: Mapping and recording what our environment contains
(must know what is found in the environment before we can conserve it).

Background needed: There would need to be "class tree experts", from pre-
vious work on tree identification. Some knowledge in use of maps.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined
by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will nore closely observe their
local environment. Students will learn about mapping and reading
mpas. Students will use skills in treE identification.

Procedure: Class will draw a map of a school area, local park, streets,
and own home. Each student shows his own home location on the map.
Using the "class experts' on tree students can check all trees in
the area and identify them. Place at approximate location on map the
kinds of trees found at that location. Students could make note about
conditions of the trees - dead branches leaves, etc. Class could
return later and compare notes.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph
paper.

Materials needed: (EC1 responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: Teacher could give students a similiar map and students
could interpret it.



Topic: Community Relationships 2:agested Grade Level: 3 Locality:

McFarland Lake, Mckory Grove

Activity or problem: Ford life (I).

Background_ needed: Observation and recording skills.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined
by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Observation that temperatures produce decided

differences in all pond life behavior. Observation that not all organ-
isms behave in the same manner.

Procedure: Visit a pond area in summer at 2 or 3 time periods in one day.
Record observations as to the differences which are easily seen, heard,
and felt such as life forms on the surface, specific sounds you hear,
and heat of the sun.

Compare observatipns with another student. What things are alike --

what things were different. What observable changes did you see as
the surface water warmed (less oxygen - less active movement by fish
that rise to the water interface lnd fan the water slowly in order to
infuse air into the water, as the surface temperature cools. Students
should hopefully come to the conclusion that as temperature varies, a
corresponding variation in breathing rates occurs.)

Develop period observations into a "pond journal". Encourage

students to write detailed observations such as development ---- Sub-

sequent dormant stages of life forms. Spring ---- spring.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: MO responsibility) Thermometers, wind gauges.

Suggested evaluation: Teacher evaluation of student observations and con-
clusions, rating scale test, check list test.



SHARPENING YOUR OBSERVATIONAL SKILLS ON, HE WAY TO THE LAKE

AL

1. What, are the names of the streets and roads between School and McFarland Lake?

(in order) a. b. c.

d. e.

2. What kinds of roads do we travel upon? (blacktop, gravel, etc.) a.

b. c. d.

3. Do you see some signs of man's progress?

4. What businesses and industries do you see along the wav? a.

b. c. d.

e. f.

5." Compare the city houses to those in the country. Hnw are they differ it? Hci are tlIcw

the same?

Same?

6. On our last trip we traveled southwest, but this time we are going

7. Sketch the cloud forms in the sky and label them.

8. What animals do you still see outside? a. h.

c. d. e.



ilk
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c'-- Now are the fields d,fferent now than they were on the last trip?

10. Do you see any effects of prolonged rain on tf-,e land?

11. Do you see any signs of pollution?

12. The color of the soil shows humus content is high or low. Why?

.k Do you notice some devices used to slow down erosion of the soil?

14. As we travel north what happens to the landscape?

15. Are most trees in this area broadleaf or everc,reen? (Underline ono)



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 3 Locality:

school area or park

Activity or problem: Mapping and recording what our environment contains
(must know what is found in the environment before we can conserve it).

Background needed: There would need to be "class tree experts", from pre-

vious work on tree identification. Some knowledge in use of maps.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will more closely observe their

local environment. Students will learn about mapping and reading

mpas. Students will use skliis in zree identification.

Procedure: Class will draw a map of a school area, local park, streets,

and of own home. Each student shows his own home location on the map.

Using the "class experts' on tree students can check all trees in

the area and identify them. Place at approximate location on map the

kinds of trees found at that location. Students could make note about

conditions of the trees - dead branches leaves, etc. Class could

return later and compare notes.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph

paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: Teacher could give students a similiar map and students

could internret it.



Topic: Life Forms Slggested Oracle Level: 2-3 Locality: local parks

Activity or problem: Locl-ing at tree leaf forms.

Background needed: Recognition of different shapes of leaves from trees.

Specific ECU objective: 011ie visiting a timber tract, students will investi-

gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will see that simple leaf

patterns may be pinnately veined or palmately veined.

Procedure: Take students on a nature hike and point out the nature of the

veins of leaves. How they are different and alike.

Matierials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needad: (ECO responsibility) Supply of simple - pinatelv and

palmately veined leaves. Supply of paper, supply of charcoal pencils.

Suggested evaluation: Students should be able to distinguish between

the types of veination by making choices between leaves.



To1-4.c: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 3-5-7 Locality: timber tract

Activity or_problem: Go on a bird nest hunt (best in fall and winter).

Background needed: Observation skills, basic information about birds,

their habitat, etc.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will
investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in

a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will have greater appreciation
and understanding of the instinctive behavior of nest-building.
They will become more aware of the materials used, types of nests,
and adaptations of species within an environment. Students may be

able to recognize the nests of different common species.

Procedure: Students will:

Search for the abondoned nests of birds. Note the location

of the nest - marsh, meadow, woods, in grass or leaves on the ground.
Note the shape of the nest. Measure its width and depth.

Find out what a nest is made of. Take it apart, bit by bit.

Make separate piles of the different materials used to construct
the nest. Note whether or not man-made materials are included.
Count the number of pieces of different materials. Speculate as

to the number of flights necessary to gather the material.

Observe how the nest was constructed. Try to reconstruct it.

Try to identify the kind of bird that built the nest.

Have students collect nesting materials - colored yarn,
dried grass, hair, etc. - and observe what species of birds use
certain materials.

Collect several nests of a particular kind of bird, such

as the robin. Keep careful notes of the location of the nests and
compare the different materials used. See if the differences in

kinds and amounts of material used in the nests are related to
location.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Hand lens, probes. Reference

books on bird nests: Birds' Nests by Headstrom, Ives Wasburn,

Inc., New York 1941, if available. Birds by Zim and Gabrielson,

Golden Press, New York, 1956.

SuggemZed evaulation: Discussion. Objective test - matching nest types

with appropriate environments.



Topic: Life forms 5 ur _ucalitv: umber ti-

Activity or problem: a winter spring activit..

Background needed: Some sk'.11E ir. tr,:e identification at least, by

the leaves if not toe cart -cd tree shape. Iocabulary of twigs -
terni%al bud, leai scar, bundle scar, lenticels, bud scars.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will

investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of in

a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will become more aware of the

differences in the growth of various trees the growth per year
in twigs (length and diameter), the way leaves and new twigs
emerge, factors ilAfluencfng the glowL', tLe mi:cins by bt.dL,

are protected during the winter,

Procedure: Students will observe twigs of many typ .1:-. of trees.

Observe bumps and markings ca a twig, especially the buds.

Locate terminal buds and side buds.

Examine and compare the bud coverings of different trees to
see how they pLoteLt the tissue inside the buds.

Look at the base of tecminal buds to see where scars will
be left by bud scales when they fall away from the base of an
opening bud. Find bud scars on the same twig which indicate the

amount of new growth each year. Measure the growth using a tape
measure to find length and calipers to find the increase in dia-
meter.

Locate leaf scars on a twig which show where leaves were
gnawing.

Use a magnifying glass to examine a leaf scar in order to
see bundle scars. Compare the number of bundle scars on several

leaf scars on a twig and note any differences.

Notice small speckles along the bark of a twig. These are called

lenticels. Air goes into and out of the twig through them.

Clip some twigs from trees or shrubs and bring them indoors.
Place them in water near a window to observe the development of

buds. Students t.nould be able to observe the opening of bud

coverings.

Compare the yearly growth of tw between trees of the same

or different species.

Continue to observe the twigs of tees as spring progresses.
They should be able to see that side buds usually grow into leaves
and flowers. The terminal bud grows into a new twig.

(con't.)



Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO resposibllity, Hand lens, pruning shears, tape

measure, caliper (for measuring diameter of a twig.)

Suggested evaluation: Students will be able to compare twigs of various

trees and recognize new growth and signs of previous growth. Some

may be able to identify common trees by the twigs.
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Topic: Life Forms Suggestec Locality: any area

Activity or problem: Spyir: birds Glird watching).

Background needed: Observed- 1 -:,, basic understanding of birds - their

differences in body, sizt, sha,:,, movements, habits, markings, color,

song.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will
investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in

a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students become more aware of differences

in birds and increase their ability to identify common species.
Students will be able to note the relative frequencies of particular
species during the seasons.

Procedure: Students will observe birds in various locations and record
tneir findings.

_

Name

.

When Where 1Size
!

!Feet
---t--

1

head to kgrasping
tail in Iciimbing

i

inches
or com- (perching
pare to

another
bird

webbed

Beaks Color

Special
features

Date:
month,
day
Time of
day:
morning
afternoon,
evening
night

ground

grass

post
tree
etc.

seed
cracking
insect
chisel
spear
prober

strainer

patterns
markings
descrip-
tion

eating?
food?

behavior
flight pat-
tern

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, any

extra binoculars the students can furnish, any field guides available.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Binoculars for each 3 students,

pictures of some birds beaks and feet, field guide for birds.

Suggested evaluation: Individual inventory and evaluation of field notes.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 3 Locality:

Activity or problem: Hunting insects in winter.

Background needed: Knowledge of the forms of insect life. Insect collecting

skills - knowledge of ways of collecting insects and equipment.

Specific ECO objective: Investigate the micro-climate relative to temperature,

water availability and type of vegetation as determined by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will realize that insect life in

the winter does not cease. Insects survive the winter in immature as

well as mature forms. Their winter homes may be quite different

from their habitat in warmer seasons. Protective coloration is one

adaptation necessary for the survival of the species.

Procedure: Students will:

Look for insects in the winter. Search under loose boards

and shingles, inside culverts, under bridges and eaves of buildings,

and in hollow trees. Look at stems of dry weeds and and bushes and dead

logs. Collect some soil from varying depths. There are some adults

insects found in and around the snow in later winter or early spring.

Record where insects were found and perhaps the temperature of

the location.

Sort and try to identify the insects and other life collected.

Compare the kinds that come from leaves, soil, rotten wood, and other

places to see if there is any relationship between the form and color

of the creatures and where they were found.

Place insects in containers (especially the pupae) so they may

be taken back to the classroom for observation.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, little

boxes or bags for collection, jars, identification keys if available.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Tweezers of forceps, hatchet,

crowbar, jars, thermometer, spade, identification books on insects:

How to Know the Immature Insects by H. F. Chu, Wm Brown Co., 1949.

Suggested evaluation: Personal interview. Teacher observation of student

records.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 3 Locality: any area

Activity or problem: Collecting spider webs to compare general shape.

Background needed: Knowledge about spiders - their habitats.

Specific ECO objective: Investigations of ecological relationship in central

Iowa.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will observe differences in the

structure and design of spider webs. They may be able to identify the

webs of common spiders.

Procedure: Students will search for spider webs in various field locations:

Find a web in a location where a piece of cardboard can be brought

against it without running into twigs.

Observe the spider webs before collecting them. Note the surround-

ing area. Speculate as to why the spider selected that location.

What insects might be caught in it? How does the web work? How does

the spider move around on the web? Which threads of the web are sticky?

What are some habits of the spider?

Coat the web lightly but thoroughly with paint, on both sides

if possible. Begin about 2 feet away from the web and spray from

any angle.

While the paint is still "tacky", press the cardboard lightly

against it. Cut the supporting threads around the web off. When

the paint is dry, cover the web with a sheet of glass, plastic or contact

paper. On the back of the cardboard, write the location of the web,

date collected, name of collector, and, if possible, the kind of spider.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, reference

books.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Sheets of cardboard, spray paint,

contact paper, scissors, adhesive tape, reference booka.

Suggested evaluation: Students can classify webs according to particular

shapes and demonstrate an understanding of how they work.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 3 Locality:

Activity_or problem: Tree identification

Background needed: None

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-
gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students become familiar with the leaves
of some local trees. 'Class experts" beccae very familiar.

Procedure: Handout to each child a NASCO nature study aid leaf replica. Ex-
ample (oak to one student, elm to another student, etc.) The student
will place leaf replica face down on an ink pad and press down on
the replica. Place a piece of clean paper on top of leaf replica and
rub hard over the paper.

Study the print and-identify the tree. The student becomes
the "class expert" on this tree. Send students out to collect leaves
to be identified by the "class experts."

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Leaf replicas.

Suggested evaluation: Collect leaves from certain trees and see if
students can identify them.



Topic: Life Forms L44e,t-a Level: 3 Locality: any wooded area

Acitivity or problem. Ly:A-01pin,s the bark of trees (color and texture).

Background needed: Some knowledge or tree identification - perhaps previous

work identifying trees using leaves.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will in-

vestigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: ;concepts) Students will be able to classify trees

according to the color and texture of the bark. They will see that

the texture of the bark becomes more pronounced as the tree reaches

maturity. They may be able to identify common trees by their bark.

Procedure: Students will obserre the trees of a woodland area:

Feel the roughness :an :1 compare the texture of mature trees.

Note the bark found oh the trunk, large branches, smaller branches,

etc. Observe the color and texture of the bark at different loca-

tions on the same tree an compare it with other varieties of trees.

Use newsprint, charcoal, and crayons to take rubbings of the

bark of the mature trees. Corpare these with immature trees to see
if they can see similiarities and differences as a tree matures.

Try to identity trees using the bark - texture and color. If

students are not sure of their identification have them observe the

leaves, fruit, shape, etc.

Materials n:eded: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Keys for tree identification.

Suggested evaluation: Personal interview, objective field test classifying

trees according to color of bark (grey, brown, white, etc.) and

texture (furrowed, smooth, scaly, etc.).



Topic) Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 3 12cality) ISU or hybrid

seed area
_

Activity or_problem: Observing plant breeding experiments.

Background needed: None

Specific ECO objective:

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should have a better under-
_

btanding of the economically important varieties of farm grains.

Procedure: Obs(cve plant breeding experiments to help determine the value

of man -made varieties or strains. Observe conservation practices on

an experimental farm. Try to identify some of the common plants that

have been hybridized.

Observe the dependence -' .'ed on proper recording and under-

standing of the various weather phenomenon.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibiltiy) None

SuZested evaluation: Objective quiz.



Topic: Soil Suggested Grade_ evel: 3 I ality: any area

Activity or problem: Soil type profile.

Background needed: None

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth area and a cultivated
area, students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticip2"ld outcome: (concepts) Students will increase observation,
recording and conclusion skills.

Procedure: Using a quadrat sampling system in a natural growth area students
will collect soil samples from each point and label the samples
as to their position in the quadrat system. Fill sample jars 1/3

full of soil and add water until almost full. Shake the
water-soil mixture tho7lughly and place jars aside to "settle
out" for at least 48 hcxs. Students will observe that the
coarser and heavier particles settifi out first, 2nd layer --
fine sand, 3rd layer -- silt and 4 layer clay. Do
comparison studies of samples from each quadrat section.
Students should measure and record the relative concentrations
of soil types and assign a name to the soil by referring to
particle layer (or layers) which is most predominant.

Return to each quadrat location with the stratified sample and
compare concentrations in the "quadrat digging" to the quadrat sample.

Make repeated visits to the quadrat at seasons of the year
for observations of soil cover, effects of rainfall, depth of snow-
fall, runoff, soil compactness, etc.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, sample
jars, collecting bags, soil compactness tester (see enclosure).

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Trowels or digging equip.

Suggested evaluation: In a given situation students will be able to
compile data from a soil sample and from inferences of previous data
be competent in predicting the most prominent soil type in,a profile.



Topic: Soil SuggLtel levei, : a 5 Lcicality: stream or lake area

Activity or problem: ,Jtto., ca stream beds and shallow shorelines

of lakes.

Background needed: Ability to map cn Frid system make decisions in

classification of material:

Specific ECO objective: Students will ilivestigate surface and subsurface

water in a watershel t',at includes lal.es, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (zoa,..pts) Co,Itinued development of observation skills

and coming to conclusions.

Procedure: Students will take bottom nn a grid system of I dm.

(or scale appropria,! to tilt- area).

Comparison they will Determine categories for chart notation --

mud, sand, clay, sand and gravel, etc., and decide upon a notation system,

e.g., s or sg.

Using this system, students will proceed to map the bottom

material and attempt to determine the boundary lines Jf deposits.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph

paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Sediment scoop, measurement

system.

Suggested evaluation: Students should be able to make an "educated guess"

as to why deposits differ as to quantity, type, and variety.



Topic: Soil Snt,e_ste. L.

Activity or problem: How
t:,1,-Led?

Background needed: None

Specific ECO
objective: StudcLL, will

investi-rate the earth's crust in order

to determine
the cffects

uf forr:-r
ervirenments on various

ecological
relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts)
Ctudents v_11 bee Tie of the

effects of
weathering on the 1,-,c1-_s

'Limn this be -:ble to discuss the parent

rocks role in soil t

Procedure: Tal-e clay
:; or ,1 t::ea .re

"tne bcadents will be lookitu;

for r(cks and peotl,7.

Show students how , use the
trowels and sifters by taking samples

of the dirt.

After students have becn divided
into workable

groups they are

sent out to collect
pebbles, the students

must sift the dirt in
order to collect the pebbles.

During the activity children will discover
that rocks are found

in soil and that there are many
different kinds.

Have the students rub two leeks of sandstone together which will
produce fine

particles like soil.

Materials needed:
(Teacher's

responsibility') Pencil, note book, plastic

bay.

Materials needed: (ECO
responsibility) Trowels, different size sifters.Suggested evaluation: Ask students how do you suppose

rocks make soil when

no one rubs
them together

(rain, moving water, wind, plant roots, etc.)

plus other
discussion questions of this type.



Topic,: You in Your Environment Suggested Grade Level: 3 or 8 Locality: any area

Activity or problem: Odor classification.

Background needed: An understanding of the 5 senses and some of their uses.

Specific ECO objective: None.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Environments differ. In chemical changes,

atoms react to produce change in the molecules. An imOroved awareness

of their sense of smell and the difficulty of classifying smells

other than good or bad.

Procedure: Take students out on an odor investigating field trip. Do

not provide them with prior information as to what odors to expect.

Only inform them that for each new odor they are to discuss and des-

cribe it and, if possible, locate and identify what is causing the

odor.

When you have finished the field trip have the students discuss

with you and try to develop an odor classification system.

Sounds and colors can be classified in definite order, but

smells seen to show a bewildering diversity.

Yet in invertebrates odors must be easily identified in extremely

small quantities and over long distances in order that a male can

seek out and identify a female of his own specie. These scents are so

subtle and delicate that a human being is unable to perceive it.

Many animals use scents to recognize friend or foe. In the

mammals only primates and cats are sight oriented, but the whole

class of birds is sight-guided. The bats constitute a unique group;

as they track down their prey with the aid of their sense of hearing.

Take students on a field trip and have them describe each odor

that they perceive. See if they can set up an odor classification

system.

Hans Henning developed such a system using only 6 classes.

1. Spicy
2. Flowery

3. Fruity

4. Resinous

5. Putrid
6. Burnt

However,the woman that cried, "I have never known that there

were such odors in the world:" is more nearly correct. The number

of olfactory sensations or odors appears to be unlimited.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

(con't.)



Naterials needed: (ECO responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: Ask the student to indicate the order of their
senses in terms of hunting value.



Topic: You and Your EnAr..,:-,,ent Suggested Cradc Level: 3-5-7 Locality:

Preston Branch cr area awa,. Iron manmade noise

Activity or problem: Envircnmental

Background needed: An explanation that only through observation do

we become aware.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) An awareness of self and environment.

Procedure: Take the class to a natLral environment such as Preston Branch.

Lay out a course or path of distribution Walk the class along

this course stationing outs ,tudent ,-?wry so many ya-As until all

are s-Tarately located.

The student is to sit quietly for 15 minutes and become a quiet

part of the environment. He is to observe everything in his immediate

area using only his five senses. Sight, smell, touch, taste, and

hearing.

The student will make a chart recording his sense impressions

during his observation period.

When the class is re-assembled various methods of treatment of

information may be tried from oral to written essays.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: Reading or listening to the summary of each student.



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 3 & 3* Locality: local city park

Activity or problem: Investigation of a paved desert.

Background needed: Realization that climates vary. (Example: Desert vs.

rain forest.) Students should have experiences in reading thermometers.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature. water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

IL_

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The sun is the earth's chief source of

radiant energy there are many forms of energy environments differ.

Procedure: Locate several types of paved desert: A concrete sidewalk or

road, a stone sidewalk or road, a brick sidewalk or'road, a graveled

path or road, ar asphalt path or road, a wooden path or road, a path

or road of hard-packed earth.

Investigate the temperatures above, on, and below this desert

at different times during the day and compare these temperatures to

temperatures of an area with grassy vegetation. If possible do the

same for night, or at least early evening and morning temperatures.

Temperatures of these areas during different months of a year should

be recorded and tabled.

If time permits, light and moisture extremes should be investi-

gated.

Upon inspection of the data the student should be able to

formulate some conclusions about the effect of road ways upon the

natural environment and what life would be like in a natural desert.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Thermometers, light meter, clip

boards.

Suggested evaluation: Graph results (class project). Students will see

relationships between light and temperature at different local-

ities.

* 8th grade will construct individual graphs and evaluate man's

ever increasing attempt to provide artificial surface for travel

and play.



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 3-5-7-9 Locality: any snowbank

Activity or problem: Exploring a snowbank

Background needed: Study of light, spectrum, energy, conversion of light to

heat.

Specific ECO objective: Students will invstigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concpets) Depending upon background, the student

should arrive at some conclusion about light absorption in relation to

the spectrum of visible light. Light to heat.

Procedure: Explore the snowbank with a thermometer to see what the temperature

reading are at the top, middle, and bottom, just under the surface

of the snow on the sunny side and shade side. Compare these temperatures

with the air temperature.

Place 3 colors of construction paper on the sunny side of the

snowbank along with a plain white paper. Place thermometer on snow

surface just under paper. Check and record temperatures every five

minutes for 20 to 30 minutes. Make a line graph of temperature vs.

time. If time permits reneat process for shady side of snowbank.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, black,

red, white, and green construction paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Thermometer, light meter.

Suggested evaluation: Discuss the following statement and defend ideas:

Which would absorb energy more rapidly - a dirty or clean snowbank?



Topic: Community Relationship Sgested Grade Level: 5 Locality:

McFarland Lake, Hickory Grove

Activity or problem: Pond life equipment (II).

Background needed: Previous pond studies, knowledge of key usage.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust in
order to determine the effects of former environments on various
ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Student will observe interrelationships
of the pond at seasons of the year. Students should begin to under-
stand how complete is the community of the bond by the use of their

equipment in collecting samples

Procedure: To aid i observing a pond over a period of time encourage
students to:

Make an outline sketch of the pond (graph paper). Possible

map the pond bottom using grid system and plumb line.

Use a camera to make photographic record at a series of fixed

points.

Keep a regular record of water temp. and test water acidity

with pH paper.

Observe turbidity of lowering white disk (top of a tin can)

on a measured string note depth where it desappears from yiew.

Keep a record of the population of a particular plant at the
pond edge in a particular spot at various times of the year.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph

paper, collecting bottles, tin can lids.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Collecting equipment.

Suggested evaluation: Observation of student use of equipment. Check list

test on understanding of the pond community.



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 5 Locality

Activity or problem: nicroorganisms in water.

Background needed: Use of a microscope and a hand lens. Knowledge of
techniques of slide preparation, skills in observation.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water av4lability and type of vegetation as determined
by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will learn that water contains
many microscopic living things which are invisible to the naked eye.
There is a great variety of microscopic plants and animals which
live in water. Pond life tends to occur in layers. microscopic
life can be affected by environmental conditions: food supply,
light, temperature, etc.

Procedure: Collect microorganisms from a swamp, pond, lake or stream.
Record location where sample was taken, temperature of water, and
water depth.

Observe water samples with hand lens and microscopes. Record
observations and sketch observable features of organisms. Note:
1) movement, 2) color, and 3) relative size.

Prepare infusions which can be returned to the classroom for
continued observations under varying conditions.

Name common microscopic plants and animals. For many students
this might be done by comparison with prepared slides or pictures.

Compare structural parts of microscopic life and discuss their
adaptations.

Try to observe and determine what feeds off the microscopic
life to establish a food web in various aquatic communities. Can
you figure out which animals prey on others? How do the different
animals move? Can you find an animal that is reproducing? What
happens when you decrease or increase the temperature or light?

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, containers,
infusion materials.

Materials needed: ECO responsibility) Microscopes, hand lens, medicine
droppers, slides, labels, prepared slides or pictures of common
microscopic life.

Suggested evaluation: Teacher evaluation of student observations and
personal interview. Check list test of basic understandings and
recognition of common microorganisms.



Topic: Fossils Suggested Grade Level: 5 LocalitL: Prqston Branch

Activity or _problem: Foss Identification for correlation to types

of environments.

Background needed: BP familiar with formation of some sedimentary rocks.

Be able to recognize the difference between coarse, medium, and
fine grain textures.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust in

order to determine the effects of former environments on various
ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Boaief= in the universe are in constant

change. Living thing-3 have clianged over tLe ages. Living things

are inter-dependent with une anorher and with their environment.

Procedure: In a natural setting (quarry, outcroppings, road cuts,
stream cuts), where sedimentary types of rock occur and where fossils

can be located, students will survey the area as to fossil locations.

Locations should be mapped for later reference. :return to centralized

area where students can place samples on a vertical elevation scale

for purposes of identifying fossil-bearing layers.

Compare individual samples to geologic charts for identifi-

cation of life forms amd correlation to former environments.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Graph paper, pencil.

Materials needed: (CO responsibility) Fossil collecting equipment,

identification material, tooth brushes, and tape measure.

Suggested evaluation: In a given situation students will be able to
speculate as to the environment in existence during the life span

od the fossil type.



Topic: Lite Form:: k Aa- 'cvel: 5 Locality: any area

Activity or problem- : ...on in a species.

Background needed: Co "_-:_-. -..-,-t-aliques (killing, mounting, etc.)

Specific ECO objectiv. . ._ 'siting a timber tract, students will investi-
gate the comple,11.1 ;:,; interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (,.onLepts) Students wild observe that all organisms
have characterisidc,. which maKe them unique.

Procedure: Students wIli Alcxlect and survey a specific species of insect
to investigate variation in easily recognizable markings -- spots,

stripes, etc.

Record :hart form ex:

Insect Luis

character;:. Jor spot shapes

Led round

reddisn orange eliptical
etc.

As students gain expertise in this method, observations will
disclose that tnere are numerous variables and combinations of varia-
bles that make each specimen unique spot location, blunt wing
tips, pointed wing tips, etc..etc. Observations should also lead to
understanding that most characteristics are oriented in symmetry.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, display

mounts.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Insect nets,lcilling jars, insect
pins.

Suggested evaluation: In a given field situation students will show
proficiency in collecting and sorting insects by a pre-determined
set of character variables.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 5th or 7th Locality:

Activity or problem: Collecting water life in streams and ponds.

Background needed: Ability to distinguish between plants and animals and

to categorize life forms.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface

water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will see observable differences

in the water life found at depths and in varying locations. Stud-

ents may compare quantitative amounts of water life.

Procedure: Students will

Seine for examples of water life at various depths at pond

and stream locations.

Sort water life into categories of plant and animal life.

Ability to classify will determine grade level. Elementary may

classify according to plant and animal.

Record results of seining at various water depths and compare.

Record results of water life obtained in different locations

(eddies, potholes, rapids, shallows, etc.) and compare.

Correlate amount of water life with water source, season,

stream velocity, climatic conditions.

Draw some conclusions as to the different habitats of water

life -- temperature, depth, velocity, fcod sources, etc.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, plank-

ton nets - fine grade - could be made by students, depth measure-

ments - plumb line.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Keys for classification of water

life as categorizing becomes more complex.

Suggested evaluation: Teacher observation of student records. Student

ability to predict water life found at varying depths a-id locations.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 5 Locality: park area or

Preston Branch

Acftvity or problem: Story in a tree stump.

Background needed: Observation skills, understanding of time.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will
investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life

in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will note the abundance of

life forms and evidence of life in the decaying tree. They

will realize that he histroy of a tree is briefly related in

the stump.

Procedure: Students will observe a large, old stump in a forest area

and investigate:

1. How old was the tree?
2. Why are the rings different distances apart?

3. At what time of year do you think the tree grew the most?

4. What kind of tree was it? (deciduous, coniferous, or

more specific)

5, What evidence can be found of animals that have visited

or used the stump? (tunnels of ants, beetles, spiders,
rodents, bird droppings, partly-eaten acorns, etc.)

6. What plants are growing in the stump dust?

7. Arc there any signs which tell you hat may have happened

to the tree?

8. What will eventually happen to the tree?

9. Do you see any signs of what might happen in Cie area
where this tree once stood? (seedlings?)

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Hand lens.

Suggested evaluation: Have students dramatize the life story of the

tree inclOing factors affecting its growth. Creative writing

experience - writing about the life of a tree as though the student

was the tree.



Topic: Soil Suggesred Grad,! 5*9 Localmt2. selected road cut

Activity or problem: Visit to , toad Lut to stud-, t. ,lion effects.

Background needed: Vocabulary: slump, creep, landslide, colluvium,
texture, boulders.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust in
order to determine the effects of former euvirowients on various
ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should see: that the
angle of slope will govern the type and amount of erosion,
that plant type will retard erosion to various degrees, that
soil type will effect rate of erosion, that removal of colluvium
changes slope, that deposiJon occurs bpon contact with larger

4. body of watem.

Procedure: Look for effects of a recet or prolonged rain on the soil.

Has there been formation of gullies?

Is there any evidence of slump, creep, or landslide?

Does the removal of colluvium aid in any slump or creep
activity?

Can you trace the path of the soil from the road cut to a
nearby stream?

What happens to the soil as it reaches the stream?

Make a list of some of the things that retard erosion.

What is the texture of the soil?

Has man attempted to retard erosion?

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Picks, shovels.

Suggested evaluation: Supply the student with an hypothetical situation
and have them draw conclusions and suggest activities to retard
erosion. Hypothesize as to origin of the soil.



ob

Topic: Soil Suggested Grade Level: 5-7-9 Locality: timber tract

Activity or problem: Recreate soil profiles from soil samples taken

from each tree community.

Background needed: Some instruction on proper sampling techniques.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth area and a

cultivated area, students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Awareness that decaying organic

matter from different sites and from different communities

build different kinds of soil from the same parent material.

'cedure: Take sample borings from each community. Keep the borings

separated from each horizon. Measure the depth of each horizon.

Recreate in the laboratory a profile which maintains the correct

proportions of each horizon for each community. Students may

work in teams. Save profiles for comparisons with soil types

from other biomes such as grasslands.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, paper

bags for soil samples.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Soil borer.

Suggested evaluation: Recreated soil profiles will be examined.



Topic: Soil Suggested Grade Level: 4-6 Lccality: any area

Activity or problem: Investigation of Soil Conposition

Background needed: Some classroom discussion about collection tech-

niques such as taking care not to contaminate the sample, use

of ruler, some instruction relating to the use of caustic and

poisonous chemicals.

S ecific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth area and a

cultivated area, students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcomes: (concepts) Living things capture matter from

the environment and return it to the environment. Living things

are inter-dependent with one another aod with their environment.

Procedure: In single-line transect grid system, in a natural growth

area students will sample soils at 6" depths. Groups will return

to centralized area where corresporiing paper grid has been

positioned and place samples for obserxation. Attempt to identify

humus content by color. Example, dark -- high concentration

of humus. Verify or correct observatio:s by chemical testing
-- 2 cm. of soil in test tube, add 3 tile: the volume of 2% sodium

hydroxide -- shake well and let mixture se_:tle for 24-48 hours.

Color of the solution will i-idicate amount of organic matter.

jet black liquid -- high organic content
dark brown -- medium organic content

any lighter shade low organic content

After taking soil samples at each location to determine the

organic content, survey the area surrounding each sample point and

attempt to do an approximate plant count type and number, ex: short

grasses, dandelions, etc. This could be facilitated by placing a

quadrant frame on the ground surrounding the location and counting the

plants inside of this enclost.re. Record any animal life forms you

observe above, on, and below the soil. Examine the soil for texture

-- coarse, fine, etc. Examine with hand lens for soil particle size

-- large, med., small. Record this information on your paper grid.

Establish correlation sketch.

Material needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Paper, pencil.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Trowels, test tubes, sodium

hydroxide, clip boards, hand lenses, mm graph squares, quadrats,

transect rope.

Suggested evaluation: Students will be able to differentiate soil with

high +low organic content (humus). Students should be able to

describe texture as related to Partical size. Students should be able

to postulate as to number and kinds of life forms the soil can

support.



Topic: Soil Suggest LCV"e_l:

Activity or problem: Ltfe in tL sci:

Locality;

Background needed: Recouition of different kinds of life forms, obser-

vation skills.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth area and a
cultivated area, studen's will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will become aware of the many

kinds of life in the soil. They will see that the numbers and
varieties-of organisms change with the location of the soil.

Procedure: Students will:

Look for life in the s()41 by dixging soil samples (about
a foot square anu 6" deer) ,.rem a wooded area, a meadow, the

edge of a swamp, and eroded field, etc.

Break the soil into bits or sift it through a screen.

Record the kinds and numbers of different plants and animals
found in each sample. Sketches might be included. The way

plants and animals are categorized will vary at rrade levels.
It may be based on just plant and animal or much more specific.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, containers.

, Materials needed: (ECO responsibility, Spade, screen, keys for class-

ifying and identifying soil life, berlese separator.

Suggested evaluation: Teacher evaluation of student observations and
records, checklist of probable conclusions which might be drawn

from observations.



Topic: Soils Suggested Grade Leve1:5 Locality: city park or farm area

Activity or problem: Investigation of soils.

Background needed: Be able to measure a given amount of water accurately.
Be able to read a timer or at least see the importance of accurate
timing.

Secific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth area and a cultivated
area, students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) There are characteristic environments,
each with their characteristic life. Student should recognize that
location can have much to do with the rate of infiltration.

Procedure: The student will determine the rate of infiltration of water

in various soil types using location as the type determining factor.

Types of locations should include:

I. plowed field
2. grass land

3. area under broad leaf trees
4. area under evergreen trees
5. hill slope
6. valley floor
7. hilt top
8. flower garden

The student should take uniform cans that have had both ends
removed, place the can firmly against the ground and pour a measured
amount of water into the can and time the interval until all the
water has disappeared from view.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, 10 uniform

cans with ends removed.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Timing device.

Suggested evaluation: Students should prepare a bar graph indicating
rate of infiltration for each type location.



Topic: Soil Suggested Grade Level: 5 Locality: Preston Branch

Activity or problem: Classifying and describing earth material.

Background needed: Some previous work on stream or wave energy, sedi-

mentation rate etc.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust

in order to.determine the effects of former environments on

various ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will gala practice and exper-

tise in developing and using a key in classification.

Procedure: Students will classify and describe samples of earth material

according to observable characteristics.

origin of collection
color

rain size
texture

tc.

Sort into piles as classifying progresses until entire sample

is used.

OR write a detailed description of each "sub-classification"

sample. Compile into lists. Give the list to another person

and see if he can pick out the sample from the total collection.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, large

24x36 sheets of paper, scratching tool (paper clip).

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Hand lenses.

Suggested evaluation: Successful application of a key in listing differ-

ences between earth materials.



Topic: Soils Suggested Grade Level: 5 Locality: any gravel pit

Activity or problem: Visit to a gravel deposit.

Background needed: Vocabulary: Gravel, limestone, sandstone, metamorphic,
bedrock, igneous, sedimentary, granite, shale, glacier. Previous
work: Have the students bring in samples of rock from the area.
Group rocks in piles of some kind.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust
in order to determine the effects of former environments on
various ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students should recognize that the
gravel deposits of Iowa will contain a large variety of rocks
that are not part of the bedrock of Iowa. He should then
be able to draw conclusions as to how they might have gotten here.

Procedure: Have the student collect several pebbles from the gravel.
They should get as many different kinds as possible.

Have the student sort the various kinds of rocks into
separate piles.

Samples of various kinds should be taken back to the school
for further identification.

Bring in terms erratic, regolith

Use plastic column with water to let a handful of particles
settle out to show stratification.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Plastic column.

Suggested evaluation: Pupil/teacher discussion, teacher's observation
of the pupil's grouping of rock samples.



Topic: You and Your Environment Suggested Grade Level: 5 Locality:

Activity or problem: Effects of sound.

Background needed: Ability to use tape recorder.

Specific ECO objective: All.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Increased powers of observation through
senses -- correlation of sounds to previous experiences.

Procedure: Students will record sounds (using tapes) at several different
locations:

(a) street corner during rush hour

(b) beside a fast flowing stream, slow moving stream

(c) pond area

(d) wooded area, both coniferous and deciduous

(e) country road

etc.

After collecting a variety of recordings from sound locations,
listen carefully to distinguish sounds. Return to each location
and make note of the type of life forms and their physical cond-
ition (vigorous, showing signs of stress, etc.)

OR return to group of students, play tapes and have other-tstudents
identify possible locations.

OR return to same locations ddring seasons of the year -- have
students compare differences -- crickets-chirping in late summer

sound of walking on snow packed area, etc.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, tape
recorders, if available.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Tape recorder.

Suggested evaluation: Check list tests, teacher observations.



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 4 Locality: Brookside park, Ledges

Activity or problem: Stream or shallow shore bottom mapping.

Background needed: Know meaning of contour lines, location on grid system

(possibly use of quadrants), contour of large features within the

limits of a small chart.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface

water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts)

contributes to the rate of
with low relief need to be
Desire to compare offshore

Conclusions that slope of stream bed

water movement. Discovery that areas

measured with small contour intervals.
contours to shoreline contours.

Procedure: Students will map the bottom of the stream or shcre by the

use of sounding techniques.

On a grid system take soundings at 1/2 meter or 1 meter inter-

vals and transfer these measurements to a sounding chart. Draw in

the contour lines of the underwater area.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note bock, graph

paper.

Materials needed: (ECG responsibility) Sounding line knotted at 1

decimeter intervals.

Suggested evaluation: Test the student's ability to draw conclusions as

to stream or wave action under a variety of situations - minimal

rainfall and high temperatures, excessive rainfall and high winds, etc.



Topic: Community Relationships Sug

camp

Activity or problem: Field study of
trip or 2 consecutive days).

Bested Grade Level: 6 Locality) 4-H

!mall mammal populations (an overnight

Background needed: A study of life habits of the animals to be trapped.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, stuients will in-
vestigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should discover the role of

certain small mammals in the ecology of the communities sampled (con-
sumer - predator). The student will discover the presence of species

rarely seen. The student will discover that each species has its own

habitat preference out of which it is not found.

Procedure: A snap-trap line will be established at two locations: (a)
a meadow and (b) a woodland.

In the meadow place traps 3 to a cluster and 42 ft. between

clusters, with 25 clusters. Place traps in runways where found.

In the woodland place tra-Is next to logs and bases of trees,

near rocks and stumps in a random manner. Place traps in each of the

trees communities previously identified-

Bait traps with peanut butter or bacon grease. Trap-line must

be run every 24 hours. A grid system may be used instead of a straight
line of traps.

The mammals taken will be classified or identified and stomach

contents will be analyzed. This information may be saved for development

of a food chain or food web.

Record sites of capture with symbols on a map of the area.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Snap traps, bait (peanut butter

or bacon grease), map of area, tape measure, scalpel, key to mamals.

Suggested evaluation: The student will use a mammal key and identify a

small mammal in presence of project petsonnel. Field notebooks will

be examined.



Acitivitv or riro

Back.gzoun,i nLedul:

lines.

waves).

of the follow-
parallel

Specific LCu obifct, and subsurface

water in a

Anticipated outropx.
bottom coLtour

-itream3.

dtIth and

Procedure: Observe locations:

1 ) point. 2) ,,,_t two

two types, 4-"" -ot ion 100'

off shore at b,o.. - 1. aha describe

the four diff,-.trerAt 1.elocItv in each case.

Measure wat,2r ti,Tt, at aL t;Ic er ralize as to

why all waves tt.,-A tA, wil

Materials v-2eded: (,eaThLr

Materials needed:

iote book.

dve kvegetable).

Suggested evaluatiu) LeA,-her observation, check

list test.



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 4-5-6 hocality: McFarland Lake,
Don Williams, Hickory Grove

Activity or problem: Movement of a water particle in a wave.

Background needed: Ability to determine wave length. Ability to generalize
on wave crest against a given measure.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface
water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcomes: (concepts) There are many forms of energy. A gain
or loss of energy affects molecular motion.

Procedure: Students will study the manner of wave form travel and generalize
as to distance a given "amount, quantity, molecule" of water will
travel in a ten minute period. Wave action should create a crest of
at least 4-5 inches.

Place a large cork, half red and half white, with the white
side into the water. Observe the float for another ten minute in-
terve?,

Record # of wave lengths that pass a given point in each time
interval, wavelength, color of cork that shows above water, and dis-
tance the cork travels.

Diagram cork movement as they visualize it.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph
paper. (Refer to "Nature and Science" Dec. 20, 1965.)

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Red and white cork, measurement
stick, woodchips.

Suggested evaluation: Students should correlate particle movement to fact
that all the water in a lake does not pile up on the downwind side.
Should be able to describe particle movement as being;Fircular within
the period of the wavelength.



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested

camp

Actilyorirol:Ilew Field study of !all
trip or 2 consecutive days).

Grade Level: 6 Locality: 4-H

mammal populations (an overnight

Background needed: A study of life habits, of the animals to be trapped.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, stuients will in-
vestigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should discover the role of

certain small mammals in the ecology of the communities sampled (con-

sumer - predator). The student will discover the presence of species

rarely seen. The student will discover that each species has its own
habitat preference out of which it is not found.

Procedure: A snap-trap line will be estabnshed at two locations: (a)
a meadow and (b) a woodland.

In the meadow place traps 3 to a cluster and 42 ft. between

clusters, with 25 clusters. Place traps in runways where found.

In the woodland place tra-Is next to logs and bases of trees,

near rocks and stumps in a random manner. Place traps in each of the

trees communities previously identified-

Bait traps with peanut butter or bacon grease. Trap-line must

be run every 24 hours. A grid system may be used instead of a straight

line of traps.

The mammals taken will be classified or identified and stomach
contents will be analyzed. This information may be saved for development

of a food chain or food web.

Record sites of capture with symbols on a map of the area.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Snap traps, bait (peanut butter

or bacon grease), map of area, tape measure, scalpel, key to mamals.

Suggested evaluation: The student will use a mammal key and identify a

small mammal in presence of project personnel. Field notebooks will

be examined.



Topic: Ccm,--.,y

or stream

Activity or probler
forms.

6 Locality: lake

,r it_ locations on life

Background needed: ',:,aohn:ques c observation and recording skills.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature, water availability, and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will see that the nature of life

forms is dependent upon the er Aronmerts, physical characteristics,

and topography. Develop greater understanding of plant parts - their

function and stru,:tore.

Procedure: Students will obsctve the water lib,: forms in offshore lake

areas and along beaches (sandy, ro,7!:,y, and mud flat).

Sandbottom: Should note considerable wave action, finer par-

ticle material. Lack of plant forms due Lo unstable bottom. Few

fish. Mostly crustaceans.

lud bottom: Flant growth abundant depending water depth. (in-

solation) Burrowing type of animal forms.

Rock bottom and shore: Usually strong currents. Plants dev-

elop root parts for holding, and slender pliable stems -- concen-
tration of leaf parts usually at the top. ( insolation)

After repeated observations students will differentiate plant

forms as to root ?arcs, stem parts, and leaf parts. Observation of

animal life forms should be concerned with shape and function.

Record observations and come to some general conclusions.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, extra

face mask if students have them.

Materials needed: (ECO respSnsibility) Under water viewers.

Suggested evaluation: Rating scale test, individual inventories, interest

inventory.



Topic: Community Relatiormhios suggested Grade Level: 6 or 7 Locality:

city parks

Activity or problem: IdentificaLkon of differences between trees through

key use.

Background needed. None

Specific ECO objective: lihile visiting a timber tract, students will in-

vestigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will learn to identify the

common species of trees in the area. Student will become skilled

at using a simple tree key. Student will become aware of the many

different forms and characteristics of tree morphology.

Procedure: Students are to examine the differences in the characteristics

of the flowers or fruit, leaves, bark and other characteristics which

might be distinguishing one';, of three different trees each. Choice

of trees should include those which are possible dominants or sub-

dominant oh the site chosen (upland, valley, north slope, south slope).

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Keys and trees, hand lenses.

Suggested evaluation: Bark, leaves, and fruit samples can be brought

back to the classroom for a later evaluation.
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Topic: Life form; Sur,-et,d (ride Locality: 4-P camp

Activity orprobka: ':aking a plastfr cast of animal tracks.

Background needed: Be able to reco:;nize vaLious rrac!s or be able to look

at pictures of tracks and icientif,: tbem 1-1v this method.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate ecological relationships

present in biological and geological features of central Iowa.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) There are characteristic environments

each with characteristic life. Living things are adapted by

structure and function to tneir environment. the creation of a satis-

factory artifact that the student can display to classmates, parent-;,

and friends.

Procedure: Fasten strip of cardboard into a circular collar using the paper

clips or some other means to fasten the two ends together. Press

this collar down around the track you ,ish to preserve.

Put powdered plaster of Paris into vegetable can and add water,

a little at a time, stirring with a stick. then you have sufficient

amount of batter the consistency of thick pudding pour into track,

making sure that no air bubbles arc left and ghat the mixture trickles

into every corner of the track.

Let cast dr or I hour. Carefully remove collar and lift out

the cast. Let dry f l or 2 more hours. Wash away all bits of

soil and stones that cl ng to the cast and you will have a negative

of the original track.

To make a positive grease the negative with vaseline, then

press it into a second hatch of soft plaster of Paris. When dried,

life the cast out, and you will have a plaster of. Paris copy of the

original track. One may then paint this copy to make it appear more

realistic.

If the air is very cold, casts can he made in snow by spraying

the track with water from an atomizer. This will harden the trac':.

As a further precaution against melting, some snow into the wet

plaster. This will be a "negative" cast.

To make a "positive" cast, first coat the negative cast with

vaseline, then set it in the paper collar and pour plaster mixture

over it until the p :otuding paw mark is covered.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, a

strip of cardboard 2' wide and one foot long, one used vegetable

can, Plaster of Paris, water, paper

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Iowa Conservation sheet of

animal track identification.

Suggested evaluation: A show of the casts with idn,tification, much like

an art show. This could be judged, but would !le more valuable as

just a wildlife display.
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Topic: You in Your Environment SI,Agcsted Grade Levc,. 6 or 9 Loco. 4y.

any area away from city lights (golf course) c, t:-11 camp

lctivity or problem: Locating the North Star (Polaris,.

Background needed: First two paragraphs of procedure.

Specific ECO objective: None

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Universe is in constant change. The

motion and path of celestial bodies are predictable. There are

regular movements of ;be earth and stars. A method of locating
0° azimuth, and the initial step in opening the door to the greatest

amateur science, Astronomy. Some understanding of the difference

between true north and magnetic north.

Procedure: By means of blackboard sketches or other means show pupils
the relationship of the "Big Dipper", the "Pointers", the North
Star, and the "Little Dipper". Explain zenith and horizontal and

that the angle between indicates altitude_of star.

The North Star usually indicates true north within one degree

error. At the present time the earth's axis points nearly exactly
in direction of the North Star. This will not always be true, but

for hundreds of years to come. It never rises nor sets, and is the

only easily visible star that remains almost stationary in its por-
ition in the sky, day and night, summer and winter.

Have students measure the number of degrees difference between
true north as indicated by the North Star and magnetic north as indi-
cated by the compass.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsbiility) Flashlight, compass.

Suggested evaluation: Have students locate North Star and the "Big Dipper'.



Topic: Water

Activity or prc11,:_

Background, needdl

Specific ECO objecti-;c.
water in a watersh

Anticipated outcome:
characteristics are d..pcndi on:

(3) fetch; that Zactoro f..f gave I

of L/T.

iiace -nc'. subsurface

1s. and strcams.

tbat surface wave
-wind spLed, (2) wind direction,
,._,, are invol7ed in a ratio

Procedure: Students wiii co%dlct rf 5rcr- fte same location

for several diffe:>nl. :eccrd the wind speed for these

hours as well as the 1,etc1-.

Determine wave --1!='!:ar,:e from crest to

crest against a 1,:rio=': A

Determine perioi ;In -:ci-ipas feature such as

a crest and lea urn: lcagth f s a stationary point (bow

of anchored boat).

Plot each 'aour s ,;b:=.,=r-c:n in table form comparing wave

length, wind speed and

',,areictTlgth win' speed and fetch

Determine h,,Ight of e (-rest- in comparison to wave length

against a given measure in ii-:crerilents of dm. or inches - express

in ratio of 1-14. (in theory a ratio of 1/7 will develop before

the wave will break white caps . In n.-:rure, few waves are observed

with values of 1/12 before breakinF..)

Materials needed: (Teacher's respcnsibility) note book, boat,

or large float.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Stop watch.

Su22ested evaluation: Given -;ez if-=;)r-,-,Ption such as wind speed

and fetch, the student can tl-crize wenaralized terms on wave

lengths.



Topic: Uatei

Activity or nrc.D,-

Background needec::
Ability to plot
tions and coming a-:!

mating observa-

Specific ECO objective: :.3t-tleu f-r.' r--,t :at surface and subsurface

water in a waters and streams.

Anticipated outcome -tedel.tt, observe that ?mount of

evaporation is depeadet- -:ad will be able to gener-

alize on the amount al c;:ipo,. Li t'tit occur on a given day.

Procedure: Stu'len, _ _ ratc, is slrlatIcas in-

volving: 1 air. at r 1r, s',at!od dept:., 2) la.4,t_ surface area,

..deep depth, 3) s 'tali ,rea, shalloJ depth, 4) small surface

area, deep dept14.

Determine the alo.ntr of ay.ipora ion .aach day against a given

vertical measnr.-. 30 ,nnver-_ to a ,:re i ir, amount e. g. cu. inches

or millegrams.

Each day of tne invc;tigatlon, recw_d; 1) the high and low

temperature readings, ') che relative humidity, 3) wind velocity,

4) any precipYJ,tio-, '. any and type of cloud cover.
6) P of de:flight vs. nJit%t time hours, 7) surface water temp. and

air temp.

Plot data :3f each sample on separate sheets (or transparencies)
and compare resulLs, e. g. sample 9P1 will have 8 record sheets.

Small groups - each group az, 1 sample. Long range - 3 weeks.

Do tfte inwstigation in several varying locations. Varying

seasons. Continuing investigatior. over many seasons -- for comparison

purposes.

Materials needed: (Teacher's

paper, containers.

7) note book, graph

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Maximum minimum thermometers,

hygrometer, anemometer, wiala direction gauge.

Suggested evaluatioa: Performance tests.



Topic) Water Sudka.:::d_ 6

Activity or problem: ;.-ItI:ation or, water.

Background needed: Ability to distinguish netfreen sand, gravel, etc.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth area and a culti-

vated area, students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will be axle to evaluate the

effectiveness of different methods of filtration.

Procedure: Students will:

Collect jars full of water from a creek, stream, or laze

which is muddy. (water has a high amount of suspended particles)

Put several jars aside to observe the way particles begin

to settle.

With_a funnel design methods of filtering the muddy water.

Record methods and compare resulis. Students can collect substances

from field area which can be used in filtering water such as small

pebbles, gravel, sand, etc. Later such things as filter paper

and cotton may be added to their supply of materials.

Students should make drawings of sediment layers.

Gravel
Sand

Pebbles

Jar

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book,

jars, filter paper, cotton.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Funnel.

Suggested evaluation: Evaluate the drawings and ask students to explain

what has taken place.



Topic: Water Susge

Activity or prollem:

Background needed: t,atch.

Specific ECO objective: Sude-,:.s will investigate surface and subsurface

water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students should see some relationship

or correlation between stream velocity and water volume.

Procedure: Students will uessure the velocity of a stream by:

Placing two sticks tar! enough for top to stand above water

and positioning sticks tr7o meters mart. ro a small rubber ball

into the water upstream from the measuring station. Measure the time

lapse as the ball passes between the two sticks. Record the data

in meter/time.

Do the investigation in several locations: mainstream, stream

edges, bend of the stream, rapids. Observe water depth at these

locations. Record in "T" table, plotting position to rate of move-

ment.

"T" table

place

stream edge

mainstream

1 m/10 sec.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Poles, stop watch, meter sticks,

rubber ball or ping pong ball.

Suggested evaluation: Problem solving test -there students would correlate

stream speed to location and depth.



Topic: Community ReliAi:Ilship!, Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:
any woodland area

Activity orTroble71, Y.,=;are' t!ifferences in climate under the crown
and outside else C20,1 ut a LJee.

Background needed. How to read a thermometer, light meter, sling psychro-
meter.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined
by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) SON' understanding of how vegetation
affects micro-climates.

Procedure: By interfering with rainfall and sunlight, leafy branches make
the climate beneath the tree elite different from that in the open.
Because some trees catch rain or shed snow, the area under the crown
may be a local desert. Using the appropriate instruments investigate
the climate under a maple, an elm, and a spruce or fir.

This investigation should be carried out dtring spring, fall,
and winter.

Attempt to generalize this climate for a particular Species
to floor of a climax forest composed of this specie.

Further investigation should include radiation and frost
patterns under species of trees.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Thermometers, light meter, sling
psychrometer.

Suggested evaluation: Discuss whether the student is aware of any seasonal
change, and whether the shape of the trec has any effect.



Topic: Community Relatiohbhips Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: city

park or lake area

Activity or problem: Draw up a food web after visiting a particular communi-
ty and observing the evident kinds of life present.

Background needed: Food chains are made up of different species that
have a feeding relationship that is, each species is eaten by the
next species in the chain. Plants, as you know, produce their own
food through the process of photosynthesis. Then there are many
kinds of animals that eat plants. These animals are called vege-
tarians or herbivores. The biologists call the plants, producers and
the animals that eat the plants primary consumers. In addition, of
course, there are many animals that eat the primary consumers.
These are secondary consumers, and so on. Animals that eat only
other animals are carnivores. Those that include both plants and
animals in their diets are called omnivores. (You, are an omnivore.

If you ate only potatoes or carrots or spinach, you would be a pri-
mary conumer. If you ate only fried chicken, steak, or bacon,
you would be a secondary consumer.) Finally, there are species of
animals and plants that live on dead organisms. They are called
by several names such as scavengers or decomposers. Unlike
carnivores and herbivores, they never catch their food alive. Many
populations interacting through several different but connected
food chains may be called a food web.

Speciic ECC objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust in

order to determine the effects of former environments on various
ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will be able to distinguish
the difference between a food chain and a food web. The student will
examine interactions among organisms of different species.

Procedure: Make a list of the organisms evident under the appropriate
heading of the charts below:

Land Environment
Primary Secondary

Producer Consumer Consumer Scavenger

1. 1. 1. 1.

2. 2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3. 3.

4. 4. 4. 4.

(con't.)



Water Environment

Primary Secondary
Producer Consumer Consumer ScavengerI. 1. 1. 1.
2. 2. 2. 2.
3. 3. 3. 3.
4. 4. 4. 4.

Using a round object, draw 10 circles on a sheet of paper.
Space the circles so they are randomly spaced. In each circle write
the name of organisms from your list. Use the felIOWing nuMbers of
organisms: 2 producers, 3 or4:-primary consumers, 3 or 4 secondary
consumers, 1 scavenger.

Draw an arrow from each organism to every other organism that
may depend upon it as a source of food. Some organisms may have
several arrows pointing to and from themselves.

Draw an x through one of the circles meaning that all those
species were removed from the arboretum. What life will lose a source
of food then?

What life is less likely to be eaten because it is removed?

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Transportation and assistance.

Suggested evalulation: Through discussion analyze each other's observations.
Given a list of producers and consumers the student will correctly
draw up the possible food chain and food web.



Topic: Community Aelatio,..,Lips Ellggested Grade Le.,e1: 7 Locality:

tIlmber tract

Activity or problem: l!inn and cbc.erve rotting i.ogs. Mcrosuccession.

Background needed: Knowledge in key usage.

Specific ECO objective: While vi.dting a timber tract, students will
investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in

a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will identify the stages of
decay and become aware of the varied quantity of life involved in

the .otting processes.

Procedure: Succession from deal tree stage to where the log becomes part

of the- forest flo,z La.:e3 s,veral y,ais.

Stage I: Standing dead tree. Any bark on the tree? Is bark

easily removed? Is wood hard and dry? Any invertebrates in bark

or wood? Any wood borers? Any sigas of invertebrates? Record.

Any fungi?

Stage II: Newly fallen tree. Any ba::k? Is wood form, soft

wet, or dry? Any invertebrates? Any borers? Record. Any fungi?

Stage III: Log rotting inside, but hard on outside. Lift

off outer-shell and examine contents. Break apart shell and note

all invertebrates. Rake through punky part look for invertebrates

and vertebrates (lizards, snakes, salamanders). Any fungi?

Stage IV: Completely rotten log. Rake through rotten log,

noting all species and quantities. Is wood more moist or less so

than a previous stage. Any fungi?

In which stage were the most kinds of animals found? In which

stage were the most animals of all species found? What is the most

striking physical difference between the first and last stage? Any

kind of kife found in all four stages?

Chart on following page.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, small

probing tools.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Thermometers.

Suggested evaluation: The chart of observations prepared by the student will

be examined.





Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:

Activity or problem: Collecting and storing algae on herbarium paper.

Background needed: Some work on identification. Palmer's "Field Book of

Natural Mistory" is an excellent guide for .i.dentification.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Skill in collection and preservation of

collected items. Interest in something they can keep. Depends whether

collector is of elementary or secondary level.

Procedure: Fill pan with water. Completely submerge herbarium paper. Arrange

the algae on the paper. A pin or pointed stylus may be used to Rrrange

the algae. Can be dor,. for either identification or decoration. When

algae is arranged satisfactorily, elide paper with the algae on it

out of the water. Place a piece of waxed paper directly upon the algae.
Place this within a fold a a newspaper. Place a piece of blotting

paper on each side of the newspaper. On the top and bottom place

pieces of corrugated paper- Note: A number of specimens prepared
as above may be pressed at same time. -Place all under a cement block

for-a-week.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, news-

papers, waxed paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) 1 large pan, sheets of herbarium

or index paper, blotting paper, weights.

Suggested evaluation: Examine finished product. What is a iherbarium?



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: lake
area or marsh

Activity or problem: Field work in a grassland community.

Background needed: Some knowledge in: sampling techniques, observation
skills, previous field study, use of identification keva.

Specific F 0 objective: While visiting a grassland community, students
will investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in
a grassland.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will have investigated a grass-
land community to identify and know its distinguishing characteristics.

Procedure: Establish one or -sore quadrats one meter square, and count all
the plants within the squares. Record on a quadrat data sheet (see en-
cllsure). Observe the following:

a. Are the plants crowded together forming a compact sod,
or is there open ground between clumps of grass?

b. Is there a great variation in plant types between wet and
dry areas1

c. Are there am woody plants present?

Traps set out 24 hours previously may be examined for the day's
catch. Identify :he catch using a field guide key. Observe the follow-
ing:

a. Are there any signs of mammals, such as scats, rabbit trails,
or forms?

b. If any damp areas look for, crayfish chimneys and presence
of amphibians.

c. Sweep the vegetaticw for invertebrates and record the
kinds and relative numbers caught.

Examin' the nature of the soil and determine the pH. May
make a soil profile. Take temp. of soil. Observe the following:

a. Is the soil dark or light brown, loam, sand, or clay?

b. Is the soil well-drained or not?

c. What is the depth of the top soil?

Three types of plants dominate the grassland communities: grasses,
forbs, legumes. Identify and distinguish characteristics of each.

(con't.)



Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Quadrat form, traps for small

mammals, irsect nets, pH paper, test tubes, thermometers.

Suggested evaluation: After field work has been completed, students will

answer the following: 1) Is the community you studied a tall grass

or short grass prairie? 2) What accounts for the depth and richness

of the top soil? 3) Why are woody plants not typical prairie forms?

4) It is sometimes said that buffalo and fires set by Indians helped

to maintain the prairie. Could you give any reason for agreeing or

disagreeing with this statement?

STUDENT:

Locality:

Soil type:

Soil temp:

QUADRAT DATA SHEET

Quadrat No.

Depth of A
horizon:

Air temp:

va.TE:

Vegetational
type:

Soil pH

Rel. humidity:

Growth Impor-

Species No. % Ares type* tance**

*Growth type: A = annual herb; P = perennial herb;

S = shrub; T = tree.
**Importance: D = dominant; C = c^ aon; U = uncommon;

R = rare



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:

any wooded area

Activity or problem: Idenuify!ng plant communities.

Background needti: Some knowledge of community relationships. Some discuss-

ion as to sampling techniques and the need to exercise care in

sampling.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined
by insolation. While visiting a natural growth -it-6a and a cultivated

area, students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Awareness that the various sites or eco-
logical niches provide different conditions for plant life and
that these differences coincide with the requirements for life of

the species involved.

Procedure: Record intensity of sunlight and temperature under the canopy
of several community types.

Record relative humidity beneath canopy of the several commun-
ity types (student teams take measurements at 3ame time of day).

Obtain soil samples for each community and record wet weight
in field and later obtain dry weight of same sample in laboratory.

Correlate the values obtained with producation values of the
several communities. Prepare a narrative report on physical char-
acteristics of the communities.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book,

graph paper,

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Photometer, sling psychrometer,

triple beam balance, thermometers.

Suggested evaluation: Narrative reports will be evaluated by teacher.
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Topic. Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:

Activity or ggoblem: Interrelatianship_of producers and consumers from a

pond community.

Background needed: Term and use of indicator dyes.

Specific ECO objective: Uhile visiting a natural area, students will investi-
gate the complexity ci Lhe interrelationships of life in it. Students
will investigate surface and subsurface water in a watershed that includes
lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will know the function of

light and the interdependence of plants and animals.

Procedure: Prepare 2 sets of 4 tubes and label Al, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3,

B4.

Pour pond water into each tube. Fill to wit'in 20 mm. from

the top. Add 3 to 5 drops of bromthymol blue solution to each tube.
To each tube 1 add a small snail. To each tube 2 add a small snail

and a sprig of a pond plant. To each tube 3 add a sprig of a pond

plant only. To each tube 4 add only bromthymol blue. Place a cap on

each tube and tighten.

Place tubes Al, A2, A3, A4, in strong light. Place tubes B1, B2,

B3, B4, in a dark closet. Make observations on both culture series

after 24 hours. Record any changes in the color of the indicator and
in the condition of the plants and snails.

Then reverse the tubes - putting AI, A2, A3, A4, in the dark and

B1, P2, B3, B4, in strong light.

Prepare a form for recording observations.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, sets
of collecting bottles or culture tubes with screw cap.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Glass marking pens, water snails,
pond plants (preferably a leafy plant), bromthymol blue solution, pond

water.

Suggested evaluation: The observations recorded by the students will

be examined.



Topic: Community Pelationships t_1,4.gested Grade Level: 7 Locality: timber

tract

Activity or problem: Scat Ana1 - (determination of the ecological role

of larger mammals alio kinds 0' Fri.), and the discovery of food web

relationships).

Bachground needed: Previous introduction to predator/prey relationships.
Be aware of the fact that some material is not digested and can be

identified in fecal droppings.

Specific ECO objective: tlhile visit_ag a timber tract, students will investi-

gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should become aware of some

of the important predator/pre reiations and of producer/consumer/pre-

dator/man relationships.

Precedure: Search the natural area for scats (fecal droppings) of the
larger mammals and birds of prey (haw's and owls).

Record locations of finds on area map to ass-at in determining

species habitat preference.

Scats may be collected in brown paper bags for more exacting

laboratory analysis - or may be analyzed on site. Use a stick and crumble

dry specimens.

Classification may consist of identifying the type of animal
remains, but plant origin is sufficient for plant materials. Look

for small mammal fur 4nd bones, insects, bird bones and feathers, etc.

Prepare food chain :dentified in the form of a food web.
Utilize data di;:overeJ in other activities to fill out food web infor-

mation.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, collecting

bags or paper sacks.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None

Sungsted evaluaticn: The student will have identified predator fecal

scats and located preferred habitat of the species. The student will

`..ave identified the prey of the predator and established the predator's

pcAtion in a single food chain in the larger food web. This information

is recorded in field note books to he evaluated by the teacher.



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:

Activity or _problem: Investigating a marsh in the winter (or pothole, or

pond).

Background needed: Some knowledge in: sampling techniques, observation

skills, use of identification keys._

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-

gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will recognize the activity

of a marsh community in the winter season and evaluate the environmental

conditions involved for survival.

Procedure: Be sire it is safe ice conditions.

If safe ice conditions, run line transects. Identify plant species f*

and zones of categories of plant growth. Record and describe old bird

nests. Search for tracks and identify (esp. mink and raccoon). Watch

for raptors in sky. Record life relationships. Open push ups around

muskrat house's to see conditions. Search for prey remains. Search

heavy cover for signs of activity and determine by what species.

Develop report concerning life relationships in winter.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Any track guide or field books

available.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Transact line.

Suggested evaluation: The reports will be examined by the teacher. Through

follow-up discussion life activity of a marsh in winter time for survival

will be discusseu and important factors discovered by members will be

lis.ed.



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 7 locdlity:-- timber2--
tract

Activity_or_problem: Compare understory characteristics of previously
identified tree communities.

Background needed: Previous work on tree identification.

Specific ECO objectIlie7=-1411.1eLvisiting a timber tract, students will investi-
gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Awareness of the effects of differing
amounts of sunlight and moisture relationships caused by slope differences
and the degree of openness of the canopy of dominant place.

Procedure: Set up random sample quadrats (6 to 8 in each comm. I square meter)

per four students. Quadrats should sample each tree community for herba-
ceous understory cover-and grass cover. Record numbers of stems or
bunches of grasses, shrubs, and tree seedlings.

Each 4-students team sey up random sample plots (6-8 per
team) of one square chain in each community to sample understory
trees only. Record numbers of trees per plot.

Prepare bar graphs or histograms for the several communities
to compare numbers of stem: of herbaceous plants and grass cover
per unit area, arwl numbers of understory trees per unit area. Pre-
pare report.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note hook.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Ouadrat 'reuses, tape measure.

Suggested evaluation: The student will interpret bar graphs according
to teacher's inquiry. Progress reports will be examined.



Topic: Community Relationships dsSuggetee eve:_Grad Level:_ . 7 Locality:

timber tract

Activity or problem: Evidence of animal presence in woodland habitats

and determination of habitats in use.

:ackground needed: some experience in bird identification. Some

previous work connected with fecal droppings.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will in-

vestfNie the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will have learned something

about the way of life of woodland animals, about natural regulation

of animal numbers, about the ecoloii-!al role of several species.

Procedure: Search the bores and trunks of large wolf trees (mature hollow
-trees and snags) for indicatiots that the tree is being-tied. If

raccoon scats or hair are present, record on an area map as a raccoon

den. If bark indicates smaller claw marks togc.her with fine strands

of hair, record as squirrel den.

Search mature trees with small squirrel size holes evident for

signs of scratches, fur, food, remains and record as squirrel den homes.

Walk all trails for evidence of deer browsing. (Shrubs and tree

twigs are nipped off with the pre-molars from the side. This leaves the

tip fibrous rather than cleanly cut.) Record locations of browsing and

also of droppings found on trail on area map to reveal habitat prefer-

ences and food habits. Record deer in prtper place on food web diagram.

Record locations and identity of all birds flushed on the area

map.

Prepare a report of your findings concerning food habits, pre-
ferred habitat, evidence of an edge effect, population levels, daily
activity periods, and the relative security animals enjoy in their homes.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Area map.

Suggested evaluation: A written report as called for in the procedure will

be evaluated by project personnel.



Topic: Community Relationships Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: McFar-
Land Lake

Activity or problem: Field wor, il a oond community. Take representative
samples to set up a pond aquarium in the classroom.

Background needed: Some knowledge in: sampling techniques, observation
skills, previous field studies, u- of identification keys.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a pond community students will
investigate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a pond.

Anticipated outcome; (concepts) The studeat will have investigated a
pond community to identify and know its distinguishing characteristics.

Procedure: Obtain water samples from Thcations of th. pond as directed
by the teacher and use the water t.sting kit to determine oxygen and
carbon dioxide concentrations and ph. Take temperature readings.
Determine depth of water.

Collect plankton samples to be examine later in the lab.

Use dip nets to collect large invertebrates and-selnes for
fish, amphibians, turtles. Not :.finds and abundance of all anOals
found.

Use wire net scoops to strain organisms from mud bottoms and
pond edge.

Make written observations in field notetook on plant life
present, from the submerged aquatics in toward shore, from shoreline
to vegetation around the pond. Note the dominant plants of each zone.

Take representative samplings of the plants and animals in
the pond community to set up a pond aquarium in the classroom that
may be studied to understand the balance of nature in a pond community.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, collecting
containers.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Hach chemical water testing kit,
thermometers, plankton net, dip nets, seine, wire net scoops.

Suggested evaluation: The student will list, describe, or sketch the plants
and animals observed in the pond= community. Answer the following
questions: Using a fresh-water key, what are the dominant plants of
each zone? Would you call this a productive pond or not? Support your
answer. The student will illustrate a pyramid of numbers to show
he has gained information on plant-animal quantities for a balance of
life.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:

Activity or problem: Observe additional aspects of dispersal.

Background needed: The study or seed dispersal in plants, which generally
comes at earlier grade levels, should be helpful.

Specific ECO objective: Students will observe conditions suggesting
that adaptations for dispersing are necessary for all forms of life.

Anticipated outcome: (concpets) Students should conclude that although
some species have strict limitations of movement, all have ways of
dispersing.

Procedure: Several approaches are possible. One that seems promising

is to divide a class .nto teams of several students. Send the teams
out in various directions in a natural area, to locate examples of
living things that lack a means of dispersal. If the students are

critical, they may return with the conclusion that there are no
such examples. When the teams reassemble and report their findings,
the resulting interaction may take care of misconceptions. It is

likely that the discussion will result in classifying dispersal
methods. An obvious main grouping divides organisms that disperse
under their own power and those that depend on outside agencies.
The latter group may he subdivided according to the agency that aids
dispersal: wind, water currents, other organisms. (Man shoult be

included; he is a potent disperser of other species!)

The teacher should fill in with information only as a last
resort. If aquatic organisms such as hydra or fiohes are cited as
having no way of moving from one pond to another the teacher may
have to point out that wading birds such as the great blue heron
may carry a hydra or fish eggs on its feet.

As a part of the actual field work, it may be helpful to
examine examples of reproduction as a way of seeing the necessity
for dispersal. At a muskrat den or a meElwlark nest, the impor-
tance of offspring moving into new territyry - relieving population
pressure in the home area - will be more vivid. In autumn students
are likely to find spider webs floating in the breeze. Many such
webs will have a young spider, being carried away from its home
area. Bird droppings are a source of seeds that were carried from
the parent plant. And various insects, marked with fast-drying dots
of lacquer provide clues to the dispersal of these organisms.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: Student report.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: weeded area

Activity or problem: Mosquito classification as to sex: ratio of male to
female.

Background needed: Knowledge of insect parts: Proboscis, antennae, head,
thorax, abdomen, wings, legs.

Specific ECO otjective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative
to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) An understanding of male and female role in
preservation of species.

_
Procedure: 1. Male mosquito - plumed antennae

Female mosquito,- very sparse antennae plumage

2. Set up table as to number of males to females pe 15
minute period,

-3. Average and compare for deviation during,-any one period.

4. Student should further investigate the role of the male
mosquito.

A. Nectar meal
B. Doesn't bite animals including man.
C. Serves only to fertilize eggs.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencll, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Magnifying glass or hand lens.

Sugested evaluation: Sex a collection of 5 mosquitos.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level. 7 or higher Locality: Preston
Branch and roadside areas

Activity or problem: :laKing a hee)arium for a natural area.

Background needed: Some inst;:uction in the collection techniques and instruction
as to where things can be collected.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-

gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will nave learned to collect,
identify, 9d preserve plant materials.

Procedure: In collecting plants it is desirable to have as many of the
parts as is possible: roots, stems, leaves, flowers, and fruits. The
plant may need to be bent in a V or N shape to fit mounting paper.
The root may need to be cut longitudinally so as to less bulky for

the press.

After collection of plant neatly arrange the parts and place it
between blotting paper (newspapers).

When all of the plants collected are placed in blotting paper,
stack between corrugated cardboard and put between A plant press. Let
dry for 24 hours. The blotting pper may need to be changed 2 or
more times. A week of drying should be sufficient.

It is important in making a collection to take notes regarding
data, locality, habitat, height, color of flower, common name, etc.

Use key.

After drying, mount the dried plant on mounting paper using
Elmer's glue. Small strips of gummed tape may be used to securely
affix stems, roots, etc.

After mounting in lower right-hand corner a label should
identify the plant as to name, date, collector, and any other important
information regarding the specimen.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, rote book, old
newspapers, Elmer's glue, knife for each student or small group to
cut stem with.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Trowel, vasculum for collecting,
plant press, corrugated cardboard, blotIng paper, counting paper
111/2" x 161/2".

Suggested evaluaf.! he student will have prepared a reference collection
of plants whit he basis of the evaluation of the student.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: any timber tract

Activity or problem: Student development of for measuring the

height of a tree.

Background needed: Preliminary discussion of: earth's center of gravity,

graphing, scaling.

Specific ECO objective: Provide these materials for the students and

ask them to develop a method of measuring the height of a tree.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Student will be able -to de-scribe her
environment in quantitative terms as to height.

Procedure: Assemble height-finder. Stand a measured distance from the base

of the object that.you intend to measure height of (ex. 30 ft.). Sight

up the height-finder to the top of the object your're measuring (tree).

Read the angle between 900 mark and plumb line. Develop a scale (ex.

5 ft. 1") for distance measured in #2. Draw line D in figure B

to scale on graph paper. Draw line H perpendicular to line d (angle

C 90°). Angle A is the angle measured between the 90° mark and

plumb line. Extend line-of-sight line until it intersects line H.

Measure line H according to scale and convert to ft. (ex. 5" 5x5

25 ft. high). Add distance from ground up to person's eye. See drawing.

Materials needed: (Teacher s responsibility) Pencil, note book, protractor,

string, lead sinker, stick, thumbtacks, graph paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None

Suggested evaluation: Measure the height of some predetermined object.



Topic: Life 'can, Lewl. 7 Localit;K: wooded area

Activity or proolem: Finding a bee tree.

Background needed: is 4 poio,ible se(luel to the experience of follow-

ing a bee.

Specific EGO oblesIlEe: While visiting a timber tract, students will

investigate the ,.molexity of the interrelationships of life in

a forest.

Anticipated outcome: kconcepts) A greater interest in the behavior of

honey bees.

Procedure: Robbing honey bees by cutting down the bees' home tree was

once a popular sport of woodmen. Yinding the tree was part of

the sport, and students can do tnis without being stung.

Near a forested area, p11-_- several dishes of syrup or
honey at marked spots about g quarter of a mile apart. After

foraging bees have located the food they will quickly load up
and fly back to their home t-iec (or hive). Students mark the

direction of flight from each of the food stations on a base map.

If the bees are from the same colony, as is likely, the intersection
of the flight lines will show the probable location of the tree.

0
bee tree

Station A

Alternate procedure:

Station B

Station C

Another method, which some bee hunters regard as more sporting,
requires only one feeding station. After bees are coming regularly

to the dish, students will map the line of flight, then sprinkle

a little flour on one of the foraging bees. They will check the

time when the bee takes off and watch carefully for its return.
Because honey bees fly at a reasonably uniform rate (about 400 yds/min)

student., will be able to calculate the approximate distance from
the ft ing station to the tree. Since the bee is likely to spend

about 3 minutes in the hive, this should be deducted to determine
tilt probable flight time.

It is of course possible to use a combination of the two pro-
cedures. Actually the students will need all the help they can

find. The flight distance of honey bees may be as much as a couple

of miles: If locating a bee tree were as easy as it sounds, woods-



men probably wou(in ,.. :aye coiLsidered tt a sport. Also, remember
that the students may find a white hive in a farmer's orchard in-
scead of a holli-, --swice. tree.

Materials needed: (TeacLcr's responsibility) Pencil, note tiok.

Materials needed: tECO responsibility) Honey or syrup, white flour,
wrist watch or timer.

Suggested evaluation: See if they can find a bee tree.

, \.....--1



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: wooded area

Activity or problem: Mosquito collecting method using an aspirator.

E-ckground needed: Production of an aspirator, mosquito as an insect.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Proficiency in use of collecting device.

Determination of optimum conditions for greatest mosquito activity.

Treatment and interpretation of data.

Procedure: Student groups select various locations for collecting activity.

(hill, valley, open, heavy vegetation) Record time, temperature, light,

and wind readings every 15 minutes during collecting period. Record number

of mosquitos caught during a 15 minute block of time. Note where

caught. Plant, human, ground, etc.

Graph the results
number caught vs.

vs.

vs.
11 11 VS.

temperature
light

wind level
location

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph

paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Aspirator, storage container,

killing jar, thermometer, light meter, anemometer, watch.

Suggested evaluation: Examination of notes and graphs.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:

Activity or problem: Sounds significant to the season.

Background needed: A iI-4ted knowledge of life forms and their various

ways of producing sound. Some knowledge of sound itself.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) A greater awarenes of the changing sounds

of nature that we accept as background noise and most frequently ignore.

Procedure: Take students nut on a sound investigating field trip. Do

not provide them with prior information as to what sounds to expect

other than the knowledge that certain seasonal sounds are indigenous

to animal groups.

Have students stop at frequent intervals and attempt to locate

and identify sounds heard. Note area sound seemed to come from con-.

sistently such as wooded area, waterways, cultivated fields, etc. Try

to determine whether the sound producer indicates excitement, emotion,

or merely monotonous regularity. Record time and temperature when

sound is heard. If possible, select those sounds that would 1:40 heard

during the day only.

Explain to the student about the snowy-tree cricket. It produces

a monotonous repeated call which, if counted for 15 seconds and added

to the number 37, gives the approximate temperature where the sound is

produced. Have the students try this with rythmic sounds to see if

there are other temperature correlations.

Arrange the group's information in tabular form and attempt to

determine the dominant noise makers for a specific season.

Sounds significant to the season:

1. Spring sounds -- birds, frogs, and toads

2. Summer sounds -- birds, insects

3. Early-fall sounds -- insects

4. Late-fall sounds -- water birds and mammals

5. Winter -- relatively cuiet

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Thermometer, watch.

Suggested evaluation; Check students' sounds for seasons against the

teacher's list of sounds significant to the season.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: wooded area

Activity or problem: Estimating board feet in a tree.

Background needed: Manipulation of formulas, Pi value, how to triangulate

height.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-
gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) An understanding of how to figure the value

of the lumber in a tree. Practical math exercise.

Procedure: Measure the girth (circumference) of a tree or its diameter. Use

this information to figure the area of that circle. Measure the height

of the usable trunk. Treat the tree trunk as a cylinder. There will

be an error built in as the trunl, tapers. The forTula for cubic inches

in that tree trunk is Vcl. R2(H). There are 144 cu. in. in 1 board

ft. Have students figure number of board feet in a tree. Providing
you know the cost of lumber per board foot for that type of wood, one
can figure the dollar and cents value.

Correlate with measurement of an acre. One could then count the
trees of similar size and specie and roughly determine amount of

lumber in that acre.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Tape measure.

Suggested evaluation: Point out a tree and have the student work out the

board feet in that tree.



-3pic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: area with flowers

activity or problem: Following a honey bee.

Background needed: Honey bees feed on plant products, mainly from flowers.

Their carbohydrate source is nectar, which bees convert to honey by

evaporation of water and by chemical change in sugars. Their protein

comes from pollen. In their harvesting operations bees aid in trans-

ferring pollen from one flower to another.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-

gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: Students will find that any one bee tends to go from

flower to flower of the same species, even though other kinds of

flowers are nearby. It should be apparent that a oee would not con-

tribute effectively to pollination if it frequently shifted species:

Dandelion pollen doesn't work on clover; clover pollen doesn't work

on honeysuckle.

Procedure: Students will locate a single honey bee and follow it from flower

counting (a) the total number of plants visited, and (b) the number of

kinds of plants visited. If the student happens to find a bee that has

just arrived (with an empty storage stomach), the observation may last

for a considerable time. If the bee is nearly loaded at the outset,

the observation may be brief.

Students should be cautioned to be sure they arc keeping track

of a single bee.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None

Suggested evaluation:--Student group discussion.
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21*, j range in heicd; is given, the lover figure in each case is in
poor growth situations.

'.Plantation grown or grown under more favorable than average conditions.
Others forest grown.

TAKE 4, Averaco DizImeter Growth of Hardwood Trees2
Kinds Average Number of year.; to grow on inch

Eucalyptus'
Cottonwood, 1 white willow,1 honey locust, 1 black locust,'

black willow
Silver maple,1 white elm,' Russian mulberry,1 hardy catalpa,'

red cp.trr. yellow poplar, chestnut
White ash, 1 green ash, I box elder,1 black wain it,1 butternut,1

btirr oak,1 °sage orange,1 red oak, black oah, aspen, bass-
wood

Hard maple., hickory, whitc cok, chestn-t, oak, pai.)t birch,
yellow iih, beech

1/2 3

2 - 4

3 - 6

4 - 7

5 - 10

of these trees were measured from plantation growth on farm
lands, !idle the species n;.'it rked wo.rc .-jrcvin in natural forests.
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Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: stream or pond

Activity or problem: Behavior of crayfish in relation to its structure
and environment.

Background needed: Should have some knowledge of body parts.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface
water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will identify the body struc-
tural parts to determine its behavior and classification.

Procedure: Take a field trip to an area tl as a stream where cray-
fish may be found. Observe their ac eb in water. Catch some

for study. Put in a small water tank containing stones and sand.
How does the crab walk? Describe the structure of the body. Pick

up the crayfish by the middle so as to avoid the claws. Put it

down away from stone. Where does the crab go? Does it have antennae?

Mtennules? Look at its eyes. How are they built and used? Feel

the shell. Describe. Why is therm crustacean appropriate? Note

the color. How is this coloration useful? Examine the appendages.

Explain the name arthropod for the phylum of the crayfish. After

observations return crayfish to the stream.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Nets, holding tank.

Suggested eveuation: On a drawing of a crayfish identify the parts and

tell their function. Use a phylum key for classification.



Ar
Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: timber

Activity_or problem: Aging a tree and determining approximate age of matur-

ity.

Background needed: None

if'- .1;0 objective: While .isiting a timber tract, students will investi-

ate toe complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will acquire the skill of

using an increment borer to age a tree.

Procedure: Student teams will select different tree communities. Each

team will use increment borer and count:annual rings of the dominant

marketable species. Each team will prepare a frequency graph or
histogram for each species which also indicates age at which tree rot

is present.

of

trees

11

y0-25

25-50 50-100

rs. yrs. yrs.
Saw-logs productivity

Utilizing data from aging and total board feet woodland pro-
duction from previous field labs, determine annual forest productivity

for each species together with its market value and determine the cutting

cycle in years approximate for each of species.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Increment borer, sealout for

hole.

Suggested evaluation: The student will age a tree in presence of project

personnel.



Topic: Life Forms Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality: woodland area

Activity or problem: Find and observe ways seeds are naturally dispersed.

Background needed: None

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-

gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should recognize that nature

has supplied many and various methods for seed dispersal based upon

the shape of the seed unit.

Procedure: Display the following objects:

a small parachute (air born)

a fish hook (attachment)
a popgun with a cork (force)

a toy boat (floating)
a maple seed
a mature dandelion flower
a beggar tick plant

Identify the objects and see the relationship between them.

Look for seeds in the area to group according to their methods

of dispersal.

(Lservations:

What does a seed require to grow?
Why don't all the seeds produced by a plant grow?

What would happen if all the seeds simply dropped beneath the

parent plant?
Which method offers the widest scattering?
Why can't man depend on nature's dispersal of Seeds?

Material' needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) None.

Suggested evaluation: The seed groupings will be discussed with and examined

by the teacher. Given a group of seeds by the teacher the student

will examine them and then group according to dispersal methods.



Topic: Llf, . '1 t
VE ,c;-a3it,t: pond or stream

Activity or Iraletl, Sampling frL,e. i'ric water ba,teria and other ot0I-isms.

Background needed: Some prdvious to microscopes, instructed that

care mutt be exerciser in collection techniques.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface

water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student will study water for bacteria.

An understanding of water pollution will hopefully result from this.

Procedure: Clean two microscope slides as follows: Scrub with green soap

or Bon-Ami. Dip them in acid-alcohol for one minute and dry with

+-e,r1 -in a b-l!,:cr rf di:=4-4.1.1e1 water for five minutes

to ,11o1 ao, solvc,,t to d...ssipate.

Tape a piece of wire to one edge. Hold the slides back to

back by thti: edges. Do not touch the flat surfaces with your

fingers. Wrap all our edges with tape. For identification attach

a gummed label with your name to the wire.

Suspend the slide in e strt-;am, pool, river backwater, lake, or

woodland pond. Leave for a ainumum of 4 hours or up to week. Slides

may be suspended at varying depths.

Remove the binding frcm the slides. Prepare one slide with

Cram's stain and place a drop of distilled water and coveLglass on

the other one.

Examine both slides under microscope and record observations.

Classify where possible or identify types by use of a simple

key.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, adhesive

tape, gummed labels.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Microscope slides, acid-alcohol,

distilled water.

Suggested evalulation: Using the simple bacteria key, identify the bacteria

for teacher. The student will use key to identify prepared slides

provided by the teacher to show that he knows the skill of using

a bacteria key.



Topic: Soil Yuggest:.dk.-eacl_ i I er t

Activity or problem: Suit, ,t: the diff-

erent tree commt_Ifi,

Background needed: Some of Isc. v not- f,e, son,: knowledge of sampling

techniques.

Specific ECO objective: While iSiti141 a natural i;lowth area and a cultivat_:

area, students will t.lil(LCi soil invest4atiL,ns.

Anticipated outcome: (concl.,,ts) Numbers and kinds of organisms are been

to be related to the Lmounn of oriLanic matter present except it:

bottoms where organic natter tiansported rather than

created on sire.

Procedure: L_Laol,sh a qt. :rat _lath v_c .munity of one

square meter. Clew all the dufi or debris and clip all of the

ground cover and r,:nove (pick a quak'zat that has no trees or heavy

brush). Pour potassium permanganate solution evenly over the square

meter area. Classify the organisms which come to the surface and

record numbers. Compare numbers and kinds of organisms found in

each community soil type.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, collet-:

ing jars.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Scissors, quadrat form, several

gallons of potassium permanganate solution.

Suggested evaluation: Student reports and classification of organisms will,

be examined. Data can be correlated with similar surveys made in

grass communities.



Topic: Soils Suggested Grade Level: 7 & 9 Locality: any area with gravel

Activity or problem: Gravel and soil comparison - soil organic materials.

Background needed: Must be able to operate a balance scale and burner.
Some knowledge of what is a rock and what makes a soil.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth and cultivated area.

students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will recognize water loss.
Student may recognize humus as being present in soil. Something besides

minerals is necessary for plant growth.

Procedure: Collect equal weights of gravel and a soil. Compare as to

color, particle size, etc. Plant growth. Heat samples red-hot

in a crucible for 15 minutes. Weigh both samples after treatment.

Record any change from initial weight. Compare weight changes. Theor-

ize as to what causes the comparative difference in weight loss.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility), Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Balance, scale, propane burner,

matches, crucible, ring stand.

Suggested evaluation: Examination of their theories as to what is missing

from gravel to soil.



Topic:

Activity or
brat-es that liv, in

i t o e S :IS and inverte-

Back &round needed: T'AJti
Lhter, dissolved chem

ical substances, deca-il; :ftactcr. and d ich assottment of

microorganisms and ortLer i,1,:nts and nai:als. Thus the soil constitutes

an important type of ecologi:al comroluity. 1:',izobium is a genus of

soil bacteria unich lives symbioticall: ,Ath legume plants in the

nodules. The bacteria fi, nitroen ca that is, they convert the

gas into usuable soluble nitrates.

Specific ECO objective: bulle !,,itin,, a natial growth area and a culti-

vated area, students 'gill c,-,nduct soil investigations.

Anticipatee, OULCOP.2: (coLo:_p,$) Liviaj tn=lps are inter-dependent with one

another and with their ,-h-vironment. The student will observe the

variety and quantity of life in the soil, both visible and invisible.

Procedure: Preparation. On a field trip collect small samples of fertile

soil. Dig up a whole clover plant (including roots with the nodules).

Scrape off the vegetation of 1 3(1. meter soil so bare soil is exposed.

Visible soil orvanism. Pour the potassium permanganate over

the exposed hare soil. Watch for :!wing organisms to come to surface.

Collect organisms in collection bottles to take back to lab to

identify and analyze.

Soil cultures. Flame a transfer loop. Use it to streak some

fertile soil on surface of cornmeal agar in petri dish. Shake up

a pinch of the same soil in sterile water. Transfer five drops of

the soil suspension ro a petri dish of dextrose agar, and spread by

gently swirling the dish. Incubate both dishes at room temperature

for one week. One week later examine petri dishes with naked eye,

and microscope. Identify the types of organisms found.

Nitrogen fixing bacteria (Rhizobium bacteria). Remove a

nodule from a clover plant. Place between 2 slides and crush with

a slight grinding motion. Fix the sme44gin the flame; stain 30

seconds with carbol fuchsin, wash 2 minutes in water; blot dry.

Examine the smears under the microscope. Find and draw the bac-

teria. Compare a prepared Rhizobium slide with your own.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, collecting

bags, petri dish of cornmeal agar, petri dish of dextrose agar, sample

of fertile soil, sterile water, clover plant, microscope, burner,

transfer loop, slides, carbol fuchsin stain.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Collecting tools, potassium per-

manganate solution.

Suggested evaluation: Students reports of invertebrates identified and

drawings of bacteria will be evaluated.



Topic: You and Your Environment Suggested Grade Level: 7 Locality:

timber tract

Activity or problem: Location of communities of trees on a woodland site.

Background needed: Knowledge of key usage, what is meant by dominants

and sub-dominants.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a timber tract, students will investi-

gate the complexity of the interrelationships of life in a forest.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will discover that a tree species

usually occurs in aggregates associated with certain other tree

species and that this aggregation is a community.

Procedure: Students will be divided into four groups. They will employ

their tree keys and identify dominants and sub-dominants on four

sides in a woodland: ridges of upland, north slopes, south slopes,

valley floors (or stream bottoms).

Students will draw in areas of the various communities on the

map.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materidld riedded: (ECO responsibility) Reproduced maps of area.

Suggested evaluation: Students should be able to name and recognize the

principal or dominant species in a community.



Topic: Air SuRgested Grade Level: 8 Locality Brookside Park

Activity or Problem: Investigating campsite possibilities.

Background needed: Knowledge that man's understanding of his environment is
enhanced through use of instruments. that extend the capabilities of
his five senses. These instruments allow man to quantify his environ-
ment as opposed to saying it is damp, windy, and warm.

Secific ECO objective: Students will investigate the micro-climate rela-
tive to temperature, water availability and type of vegetation as
determined by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: The student will develop skills in the use of
instruments and the treatment of data.

Procedure: Air pressure -
Anemometer
Humidity -

Temperature - Air temp. (Celsius or Fahrenheit sale)
Light meter foot candles

West

Place the appropriate instrument on the three levels of Brook-
side Park.

River

rD
tD

East

Take readings throughout a 1 or 3 day period. Average the
readings for each time period. Make a bar graph for each set of
data. (Note season of the year).

One could collect the temperature data in C and change it
to F. C = 5/9(F-32) or C = F-32_ F = 9/5C + 32 or F = (1.8)(C) + 32

1.8

Correlated labs:

1. Soil Temperatures
2. Soil Hoisture
3. Soil p11

4. Soil Texture and Structure
5. Plant Survey

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Graph paper, pencil.

Materials needed: (FC0 responsibility) Barometer, anemometer, hygrometer,

(con't.)



thermometer, 114,.t r_t.2r.

Suggested evaluation: 1. inspection of graphs preed.
2. Testin^ as to proficiency in reading inFtruments

as set up in four stations in the lab.



Topic: Camera Techniques Suggested Grade Level: 8 up Locality: any open area

Activity or problem: Developing camera skills: effect of angle in

"stopping" motion.

Background needed: General understanding of shutter speed.

Specific ECO objective: None.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should improve his judgment

of the shutter speed required for sharp pictures that involve various

angles of movement.

Procedure: The shutter speed required for sharp definition of objects

in motion depends on the angle of movement. An object approaching

the camera head-on can be photographed at relltively show shutter

speeds in relation to the speed of the subject. A much faster shutter

speed would be required for the same object moving at right angles

to the camer's line of sight.

The student should photograph (at the same shutter, speed) an

object (a boy running at top speed, for example) directly toward

the camera, again at 45cangle, and again at 90°.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, student's

ersonal camera if available.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Camera, black-and-white film.

Suggested evaluation: Pupil-teacher discussion covering the finished

pictures.



Topic: Camera Technique, Sugreste,I Grade Level: 8 Locality: away from city light

Activity or problem: Constellations and noon photography.

Background needed: Basic knowledge of operation of a cinera.

Specific ECO objective: None.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The universe is in constant change. Light

energy can be converted to chemical energy. Increased proficiency
and understanding in operation of the camera.

Procedure: Constellations Blaci - and White It takes an extremely
high-speed film and a special camera to Ootograph individual con-
stellations. The film is Polaroid 3000 and the camera is the Polaroid
Land camera that pewits tine exposures.

Set up the camera for taking star trails photo, but aim it
at the constellation you desire to photograph. Use the black card-
board in front of the lens while opening the shutter. Expose for

30 seconds. Replace cardboard and close the shutter. Then,for extra
contrast, develop two to four times the length of the usual develop-
ment time that is 30 to 60 seconds instead of 15 seconds at 70 F,
2 minutes or more at 35 F, and etc.

Constellations color shots of the constellations taken with
highest-speed color film are very spectacular in showing the different
colors of various stars: red, Betalgeuse; bluish-white, Vega; yellow,
Capella; golden, Albireo. Due to the slow speed of color films,
these shots have to be taken in the form of star trails, at 10 to
20 minute time exposures.

Moon The moon is unsatisfactory unless shot with a telephoto

lens. When shooting the moon in black-and-white, use a medium-fast
film and increase the contrast with a yellow filter over the lens.
When using color, do not shoot beyond I second; at slower speeds
the moon will have moved so much that a blurred picture results.

For a sequence of the phases of the moon, start by taking several
shots of the full moon to determine the proper exposure. Then, after
the next new moon, shoot the other phases, increasing the exposure
ten times for crescent moon, five times for first quarter, and two times
for the gibbous phase.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, notebook, student's

camera if available.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Polaroid Land camera and film,

35mm camera and film, filters, cardboard.

Suggested evaluation: Discussion of the results, inspection of the pic-
tures produced.



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 8 Locality: lake

Activity or problem: Investigating light penetration of snow & ice.

Background needed: Some knowledge of the following terms: photosyn-

thesis, light, opaque, transluscent, and transparent materials.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface

water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Some knowledge of opaque materials.

Perhaps some idea whether life clusters in areas during winter months.

Procedure: Cut ice from several points on a lake. Measure its thickness

and capacity for transmitting light. Examine water below each place

where ice has been removed for varying kinds of life. Prepare a table

of your data in terms of candle power. Does photosynthesis take

place during winter?

Actually winter water takes Oa. from the air, and so open water

is more necessary to the level of Oa in the water than photosynthesis.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, black

cloth or paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Ice saw, meter sticks, light

meter.

Suggested evaluation: Have the student discuss the following question:

Does the thickness of the ice or the apparent opaque cover have

the greatest affect upon light penetration?



Tv: Yoss'l.=

Activity or pichl

Locsl:' .:estol)'s 13.1-anc:h

Background needed; .1: 105:i S art' -enerally associated

with sedimentary re,; hauy mcthing ,Coeut. method

of deposition of t,1.111
to use

a picture key of fos,,,.

ECO objective: Students tbe rth's crn,:t in otder to

determine the efect3 Jfl vatioth,

relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (conce,'ts) ntt, Ie ch:ra:teristic environment-e,

each with their char,Ilteri,!L: l!fe. 'ie -;tudent -mraild understand

:hat eeital: *yr:Le
:v-ps of irs

From the roc:, tyt. Lot-y rr:, to deter:liu,? enviro:Inen

The environment of living in constant change.

Procedure: Collect_on of t'--,e by t7r.--i'nc!, or ricking up

from the surface. If the ros;lis are ,7ollectei from different

horizons the horizot, shoule be nored. Each fosfAl type should be

placed in a separate container or Lave one conta'aer for each

horizon. Upon retur4; to the classioom the student should carefully

clean the fossil, in most cases just wetting the fossil and using an

old tooth brush would be sufficient. In some cases a weak acid

such as vinegar may be used. The student L.hould then attemot to

identify the fossil.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Note book, pencil.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Picture keys for area, picks,

brushe6 and collecting bags.

Suggested evaluation: Evaluate the specimen according to degree of cleaning

done and accuracy of identification.

.



Topic: Soils Suggested Grade Leve'. 7 & 9 Locality: any area with gravel

Activity or problem: Gravel and soil comparison - soil organic materials.

Background needed: Must be able to operate a balance scale and burner.
Some knowledge of what is a rock and what makes a soil.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth and cultivated areas

students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Students will recognize water loss.
Student may re:ngnize humus as being present in soil. Something besides

minerals is necessary for plant growth.

Procedure: Collect equal weights of gravel and a soil. Compare as to

color, particle size, etc. Plant growth. Heat samples red-hot

in a crucible for 15 minutes. Weigh both samples after treatment.

Record any change from initial weight. Compare weight changes. Theor-

ize as to what causes the comparative difference in weight loss.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Balance, scale, propane burner,

matches, crucible, ring stand.

Suggested evaluation: Examination of their theories as to what is missing

from gravel to soil.



Topic: Soil Suggested Grade Level: 5-7-9 Locality: timber tract

Activity or problem: Recreate soil profiles from soil samples taken
from each tree community.

Background needed: Some instruction on pro!,er sampling techniques.

Specific ECO objective: While visiting a natural growth area and a
cultivated E..1..111, students will conduct soil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Awareress that decayirg organic
matter from different sites and from different communities
build different kinds of soil from the same parent material.

Procedure: Take sample borings from each community. ::eep the borings
separated from each horizon. Measure the depth each horizon.
Recreate in the laboratory a profile which maintains th.:. correct
proportions of each horizon for each community. Students may
work in teams. Save profiles for comparisons with soil types
from other biomes such as grasslands.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, paper
bags for soil samples.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Soil borer.

Suggested evaluation: Recreated soil profiles will be examined.



Topic: Soil Suggested Gradc Level: 5+9 Locality: selected road cut

Activity or problem: Visit zo a road cut to study erosion effects.

Background needed: Vocabulary: slump, creep, landslide, colluvium,

texture, boulders.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust in

order to determine the effects of former environments on various

ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should see: that the

angle of slope will govern the type and amount of erosion,

that plant type will retard erosion to various degrees, that

soil type will effect rate of erosion, that removal of colluvium

changes slope, that deposition occurs upon contact with larger

body of water.

Procedure: Look for effects of a recent or prolonged rain on the soil.

Has there been formation of gullies?

Is there any evidence of slump, creep, or landslide?

Does the removal of colluvium aid in any slump or creey

activity?

Can you trace the path of the soil from the road cut to a

nearby stream?

What happens to the soil as it reaches the stream?

Make a list of some of the things that retard erosion.

What is the texture of the soil?

Has man attempted to retard erosion?

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Picks, shovels.

Suggested evaluation: Supply the student with an hypothetical situation

and have them draw conclusions and suggest activities to retard

erosion. Hypothesize as to origin of the soil.



Topic: Soils Suggested Grade Level: 9 or special class ,Locality:

Activity or problem: Preparation of a contour map.

Background needed: The

prat a prepared

of proportions,
relief shading,
used.

student shoula be able to: (1) read and inter-

contour map, (2) read a compass, (3) make use

(4) make accurate measurements, (5) understand

(6) know what a benchmark is and how they are

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust

in order to determine the effects of former environments on

various ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) A completed map that another person

could use to locate any permanent feature, hill or major

topographic change.

Procedure: A small area will be mapped using steel tape, hand transit,

compass, and drawing materials.

Students will learn to set up and use the transit-level in

running their transect lines, marking out boundries and mapping

the area.

The student will use a field compass to geographically orient

the map.

The student will determine the contour interval to be used

on the map.

The student will include on the map permanent features of

the area that would be of value to someone else using the map.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, draw-

ing materials.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Steel tape, hand transit, com-

pass, magnetic.

Summated evaluation: Have a scavenger hunt using this map as the

guide for locating certain points where a specific object has

been placed.



ACTIVITY THE CONTRUCTION OF A CONTOUR MAP :,1111,c

The distribution of slants, animals, rocks, and otr enviro,-tent 1 fr

may be more completely understood by creating a toPograpkic -r co tour

of an area.

The following guide describes the procedure we will use to map a mall ari

while on this ECO field trip.

The class will be divided into groups of 5. Each group will collect data,

and with the combined data from all the groups, we will construct a contour
map.

EQUIPMENT FOR EACH GROUP

Clipboard, compass, range pole, sighting device (with crosshairs), marking
stakes, hammer, and a measuring tape or measuring rope.

PROCEDURE

1. All groups will start at the ton of the hill and work outward from a
common starting point in their assigned compass direction. Your instructor

will assign your group a compass direction.

2. Record your groups compass direction. Use your compass and determine
the direction towards which you will work. You might locate a distant rock

or tree, and proceed in the direction of that rock or tree as you work. This

would eliminate the need for continuous compass readings.

3. To start, the person with the sighting device will remain at the top of

the hill. The person with the range pole will proceed away from the hilltop
in his groups assigned direction until it is determined that the elevation
has dropped 4 feet.

4. The person with the range pole marks the spot.

5. Two members of the group must then measure the horizontal distance from
the sighting device to the range pole. RECORD THIS DISTANCE.

6. Now bring the sighting device down the hill to the newly marked spot.
The person with the range pole will again move further down the hill in his
groups assigned direction until it is determined that the elevation has

dropped another 4 feet. Like before, measure and record the horizontal
distance.

7. Proceed down the hill repeating the above process until you. reach a
previously arranged stopping point.

8. If you observe any objects such as rocks or trees you deem important
enough to be shown on the map, make a note of them as you work. Such objects

would have to be on your 'path' or very close to it.
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BRIEFLY - When your group returnsto the ECO trailer to plot your data, you
must be able to provide:

(a) Your groups assigned compass direction.
(b) The horizontal distances between each measured elevation

change of 4 feet.

STREAM PROFILES

The construction of a stream profile can be accomplished with the improvised
equipment illustrated in the preceding pages. To determine the profile work
in teams of at least two:

1. Select a sighting device which complies with your desired interval.
The apparatus illustrated in figures 3 and 5 is adequate for this purpose.

2. Have your partner mark the spot where the line-of-sight intersects the
bank upstream (figure 3).

3. Measure the distance from your location to that of your teammate.

4. The measurement recorded is the distance the stream travels before it
decends an amount equivalent to your interval.

5. Move upstream ti your helper and have him mark the next intersection
point upstream. Repeat the above until the desired length for the stream
profile has been recorded. The distance between the marks becomes the
"x" axis and the "y" is equivalent to your interval marker.



Topic: Soil Suggested Grade Level: 9 Locality: Preston Branch, Soper's

Mill

Activity or problem: Preparing a cross-section of a river valley.

Background needed: Some previous work on mapping and constructing

cross-sections.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface
water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should be able to see
from his cross-sections that the walls of the valley have their
slope controlled by the stream.

Procedure: Facing upstream, draw a cross-section of the valley at
the places indicated by your instructor.

Location #1

Location #2

Location #3

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Measuring tapes.

Suggested evaluation: Look at finished profiles.



Topic: Soil Suggested Grade Level: 9 Locality: Preston Branch, Soper's

Mill

Activity or problem: Mapping a small gully or washway.

Background needed: How to collect data, how to plot information on

graphs.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate the earth's crust
in order to determine the effects of former environments on

various ecological relationships.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) If students did this over a period

of time, erosion evidence could be gathered which might indicate

the Ao's and don'ts of good conservation practices.

Procedure: Select a small gully which is just beginning to become
eroded and place bench marks along edges as shown.

Be sure to place bench marks well in the ground and well

back from the edge of the gully.

Pull a wire from one bench mark to the other and mark off,

with white crayon, in one foot intervals.

111/2" r 3h"
1

-r
log" 11/2"

bench mark

Students will measure down from the wire to the ground at

the individual intervals and record the measurements.

Upon return to class students will plot measurements on a

graph which will suggest the cross-sectional view of the gully.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph

paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Long stakes (bench mark), wire,

plumb /nee, meter sticks.

Suggested evaluation: Give the students some data and see if they could

make a plot of a gully and make interpretations regarding kinds

of conditions which contribute to erosion.



Topic_: Soil Sugge,:tr
9 city park

Activity or problem: , _ous types of soil

located in similar to;-ographIc

Background needed: Be able c-; a given v(lui. of water accurately.

Be able to time accurate l'.

Specific ECO objective: visiting a natural growth area and a culti-

vated area, students will conduct coil investigations.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student should reconize that even

though the topographic cxpr2ssion is tne yoll may get different

rates of infiltration because of soil type.

Procedure: The student will locate several ireas that are in similar

topographic rcgior. :,t1C telt The student

s;lould at lest he c61, t. ,nd )p sc.11, gravel

and possibly various tl,icsse' of top soil.

Naterials needed: (Teacher's tcspci,sfl note book, uniform

cans with both ends ref.oved, I can for e:,ch 2 students.

llaterials needed: (ECU rosa,onsibilit0 limInp ,-vice.

SusBested evaluation: Students should he ahle to offer some logical explan-

atations for the variance in infiltration rates. This could he

handled in gtoui, diLeusion. teach -lr-T:unil discus:;ion or a brief

lab write-up.



Topic: You in Your L;ivrf,I;ment Suggested Grade Level: 9 Local_ity)
_

av
area away from city lights (golf course)

Activity_or_problem: Finding the latitude of your location.

Background needed: Ability to locate North Star. Polaris). An understanding
of how a student's zenith and a horizontal extension from his eye
will form a 90 degree angle. How to read a protractor and make
a plumb line.

Specific ECO objective: None.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The universe is inconstant change.
The motion and path of celestial bodies are predictable. Increased
understanding of latitude and man's need to orient and locate him-
self and things T,Tithin his environment by various methods.

Procedure: issemble your equipment and form an instrument to read the angle________
fo- the altitude of the I.orth Star.

* Polaris (%orth Star)
4istraw

4Hprotractor

90°
plumb line

Sight the star through the

straw, making sure the plumb
line runs through 90° on
the protractor.

Angle A is equal to angle B. Therefore, the number of degrees
one reads from the protractor for altitude reading is the same as
your present approximate latitude.

1. What would this angle be if you were standing on the North Pole?

2. What would this angle be if you were standing on the equator?

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, protractor,_____
straw, string, lead sinker, thumbtacks.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Flashlight, camera.

Suggested evaluation: Chech student's angle readings and compare to actual
latitude.



Topic: You in Your :.nvironment Suggested Grade Level: 9 up Locality: Mc-
Farland Lake or Izaa Yalton

Activity or problem: Preparation of a bathymetric contour map.

Background needed: The student should have completed the activity connected
with the preparation of a contour map.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface
water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The nap should he used to show how the
topography of the area is continued beneath the water surface.

Procedure: A lake will be napped to silow the underwater terrain. The

limits of the lake will be mapped according to the procedures given
in the contour mapping activity. After the outline of the lake has
been determine depth soundings will be taken using line and weight.
Care must be given to insure proper location of the sounding. Contour
lines will be constructed form the various readings.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Steel tape, hand transit, compass,
drawing materials, line and weight, boat and equipment.

Suggested evaluation: Student should be able to predict temperature var-
iation, current, depositional regions, and locate areas on the lake
that would have certain depths.



Topic: You in Your Environment Suggested Grade Level: 6 or 9 Locality:

any area away from city lights (golf course) or 4-H camp

Activity or problem: Locating the North Star (Polaris).

Background needed: First two paragraphs of procedure.

Specific ECO obiective: None

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) Universe is in constant change. The

motion and path of celestial bodies are predictable. There are

regular movements of the earth and stars. A method of locating
0d azimuth, and the initial step in opening the door to the greatest
amateur science, Astronomy. Some understanding of the difference
between true north and magnetic north.

Procedure: By means of blackboard sketches or other means show pupils
the relationship of the "Big Dipper", the "Pointers", the North
Star, and the "Little Dipper". Explain zenith and horizontal and
that the angle between indicates altitude of star.

The North Star usually indicates true north within one degree
error. At the present time the earth's axis points Pearly exactly
in direction of the North Star. This will not always be true, but

for hundreds of years to come. It never rises nor sets, and is the
only easily visible star that remains almost stationary in its por-
ition in the sky, day and night, summer and winter.

Have students measure the number of degrees difference between
true north as indicated by the North Star and magnetic north as indi-
cated by the compass.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsbiility) Flashlight, compass.

Suggested evaluation: Have students locate North Star and the "Big Dipper".



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 3-5-7-9 Locality. any snowbank

Activity or problem: Exploring a snowbank

Background needed: Study of light, spectrum, energy, conversion of light to

heat.

Specific ECO objective: Students will invstigate the micro-climate relative

to temperature, water availability apd type of vegetation as determined

by insolation.

Anticipated outcome: (concpets) Depending upon background, the student

should arrive at some conclusion about light absorption in relation to

the spectrum of visible light. Light to heat.

Procedure: Explore the snowbank with a thermometer to see what the temperature

reading are at the top, middle, and bottom, just under the surface

of the snow on the sunny side and shade side. Compare these temperatures

with the air temperature.

Place 3 colors of construction paper on the sunny side of the

snowbank along with a plain white paper. Place thermometer on snow

surface just under paper. Check and record temperatures every five

minutes for 20 to 30 minutes. Make a line graph of temperature vs.

time. If time permits repeat process for shady side of snowbank.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, black,

red, white, and green construction paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Thermometer, light meter.

Suggested evaluation: Discuss the following statement and defend ideas:

Which would absorb energy more rapidly - a dirty or clean snowbank?



Tonic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 9 up Locality: Preston Branch, Ledges

Activity or problem: Investigating the volume of a stream. To determine

the volume of water (in cubic meters/second) that passes a given

point along a small stream.

Background needed: Some degree of proficiency in measuring to the near-

nearest 0.1m. Be able to find area and volume.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsur-
face water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) A loss or gain of energy effects molecu-

lar motion. Volume of flow affects amount of material suspended.
Volume is related to velocity as well as cross-sectional area.

Procedure: A. To determine the cross-sectional area of the stream.

1. Choose a point along the stream that is free from
brush, trees, etc., in order that you can make your
measurements accurately and yet with some degree
of ease.

2. With a meter stick, measure the diameter of the stream

and record in meters correct to the nearest .lm. (For

instance, 3.6m) _ _
3. Using a meter stick, measure the depth of the stream

in 4 different places, at equal intervals, across the
stream.

(nearest .lm)

4. Jetermine an average depth by adding the four depths
you just recorded and dividing by four. (near-

est .lm)

5. To determine the cross-sectional area of the stream,
multiply the width by the average depth.

B. To determine the velocity.
1. Move upstream a few paces and drop a cork into the

water. measure the distance in meters (to the nearest
.lm) that the cork floats in 1U seconds.
To determine how far it floats in 1 second divide by 10.

Repeat this procedure three times and

determine an average. Each time, throw the cork in
a different place in regard to how far from the bank

it lands. (Note: is there a difference in velocity
at different points in the stream?) Show your average

velocity per second here.
C. To determine the volume in cubic meters per second.

1. Multiply the cross-sectional area (procedureA) times

the velocity (procedureB). Your answer should be in

cubic meters per second.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, n1/4.te book, graph

paper.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Tape, corks, meter stick.

(con't.)



Suggested evaluation: Construct graph Ehowtng result. at several stations.

Theoretically all volumes should e the same for a given section of

of the stream.



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 9 up Locality: :01cFarland Lake,

Izaak Walton, Hickory Grove, Don

Activity or problem: Determining the proportion of suspended particles

in a body of water at intervals following a rainfall.

Background needed: Student should be able to make accurate volume measure-

ments, be able to use a balance accurately, be able to figure pro-

portions.

Specific ECn objective: Students gill investigate sukface and subsurface

water in a watershed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) The student would be able to recognize

that rainfall has an effect on the amount of suspended particles.

Procedure: Obtain water samples at various locations. Take a measured

volume and determine mass. Evanorate the water and find the weight

of the residue. Determine the , -oportion of residue to water. Plot

the results of the various locations against each other. Plot the

results of the various intervals at each location against each other.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book.

Materials needed: (ECO responsibility) Containers for uniform volume,
balance, graph paper, heat source, pyrex beaker, filter paper,

centrifuge.

Sluested evaluation: The student should be able to draw conclusions from

the graphs completed.



Topic: Water Suggested Grade Level: 9 Locality: any area

Activity or problem: Exploring a snowbank.

Background needed: Some knowledge of packing, insulation, altitude of

the sun.

Specific ECO objective: Students will investigate surface and subsurface

water in a waters!,ed that includes lakes, ponds, and streams.

Anticipated outcome: (concepts) A change in the state of matter is

determined by molecular motion. Natter exists as solids, liquids,

and gases. Temperature and pressure effect the state of matter.

Procedure: Take temperature at various depths 4n the snowbank. Observe

variation in crystals for the different depths. Compare the melting

of the snow at different locations. Take light meter readings at

various locations. (dirty area, clean area, close to a tree, wind-

swept, etc.) Stand in a road that runs east and west and observe
any difference between the south and north sides. Stand in a road
that runs north and south and compare the cast and west banks.

Materials needed: (Teacher's responsibility) Pencil, note book, graph

paper.

Materials needed: (EGO responsibility) Light meter, magnifying glass.

Suggested evaluation: Have the student return to the classroom and prepare
and interpret graphs showing recorded temperature differences.



PROJECT ECO

SLIDES



Tray 1st cp-ade 1 0:1: (:r . et -_-;her, 1971

1-1 1st grade fro Harlan -oading up to go to Innis Grove.

1-2 1st grade getting into bus.

1-3 Just after departure fto.o bus - 1st grade_

1-4 Orientation before nature hike.

1-5 Comparing broagleaf form.

1-6 Gathering around for look at poison ivy.

1-7 Mr. Dunn telling group about poison ivy.

1-8 Group looking around for mole tunnels.

1-9 Group looking around for animal homes in general.

1-10 Small group problrg for mole tunnels.

1-11 Two children prnbing for mole tunnel.

1-12 Two children probing for mole tunnel.

1-13 One child obing at the mole tunnel.

1-14 Recess time at el Shafto.

1-15 Recess time at el Shafto.

1-16 Two children standing in front of el Shafto.

1-17 Getting ready for work on leaf study.

1-18 Group receiving work materials for leaf study.

1-19 Three children in shelter house at Innis Grove doing leaf study.

1-20 Boy spraying leaf.

1-21 Mr. Dunn removing leaf from board.

1-22 Another boy spraying leaf.

1-23' Mr. Dunn helping boy pin leaf on hoard.

1-24 Girl making comparison of spatter paint leaf and impression painting.

1-25 Finis!ri product of several forms.

1-26 Some materials used in leaf study.

1-27 Mr. Dunn making comnarison of leaves.

1-28 Mr. Dunn making comparison of leaves.

1-29 Recess at Ule fort.



Tray J1 (continud

1-30 Recess at the fort.

1-31 Recess at the fort.

1-32 Recess at the fort.

1-33 Boys in Indian teepee.

1-34 Boys in Indian teepee.

,1-35 Boys in Indian teepee.

1-36 Group waving good-bye from Innis Grove.



Tray #2 1st grad: sp-OUD c, flcrarla-A tape

2-1 Two boys with two-man saw.

2-2 A group working on t..;!-)-man sat;.

2-3 A group working on two-man saw.

2-4 Boy working with one-man saw.

2-5 Group around Indian long house.

2-6 Indian long house.

2-7 Indian long house.

2-8 Inside of Indian 10,10 house.

2-9 Just outside of Indian log house.

2-10 Girl sitting on log.

2-11 Three boys in boat.

2-12 Three boys in boat.

2-13 Three boys in boat.

2-14 Three boys in boat.

2-15 Three boys in boat.

2-16 Three boys in boat.

2-17 Three boys in boat.

2-18 Group gathering around for lunch.

2-19 Group climbing hill up from long house.

2-20 Closeup of group climbing hill up from long house.

2-21 Group looking at material used to study sun movement.

2-22 Mr. Dunn showing group picture from polaroid camera.

2-23 Distant view of fishermen.

2-24 Distant view of fishermen.

2-25 Closer v.:w of fishermen.

2-26 Closeup of boy and bass.

2-27 Closeup of boy and bass.

2-28 Group along lake fishing.

2-29 Wheelchair boy fishing.



Tray #2 (continued)

2-30 Two boys fishing.

2-31 Small group fishing.

2-32 Small group and teacher fishina.

2-33 Small groin fishing.

2-34 Three boys fishing.

2-35 Small group gdthered around to listen to nature story.

2-36 Group in front of [LO traller gettinj read to go home.



Tray 3 3rd 1971.

3-1 Grnir in ;IV* 1-,Arlr'ts on.

3-2 Teacher tall'n, to oroup wit'' raincoats on.

3-3 Instructor talkini tu rt-Jul-1 with raincoats on.

3-4 Teacher with and group with raincoats ready to go to the lake.

3-5 Instructor With ,_,(7,UP Of etudents with raincoats on.

3-6 Small group nut tOr the lake with raincoats on.

3-7 Small group at thP ia'se r'Lln'a collections.

3-8 Group by the lake making r.ellections.

3-9 Small grout) at th,-, ic!'ve mini

3-10 Small groin) It t-;e c!;:e colketimi samples.

3-11 Small group .,41 colk,ctimj samples.

3-12 One girl taking net fro:- water.

3-13 Small grout (ollectinQ at lakc.

3-14 Three girls tollectlng at lake.

3-15 Small group collecting it lake.

3-16 Small group collecting at lake.

3-17 Small group collecting at lake.

3-18 Small group collecting at lake.

3rd grade group at Hickory Grove, Winter, 1971.

3-19 Boy bringing back stump to study tree rings.

3-20 Two kids going off over the hill.

3-21 Two boys working two-man saw.

3-22 Boy looking over the lake with binoculars. Lake has ice on it.

3-23 Teacher in trailer with students.

3-24 Teache in trailer with students.

3-25 Small group by side of hank at Beaver Dam.

3-26 Entire group with instructor hv the Deaver Dam.



Tray 4 5th 9raie --I .'.);...ner-r). 1971.

4-1 One fifth oracle class in front of the lodge where we worked.

4-2 Instructor a0 teacher with snake showing it to two children.

4-3 Small group working at the table.

4-4 Small group working at the table.

4-5 Small group working at :he table around Mr. Dunn.

4-6 Small group studying shale bank.

4-7 View of group studying shale.

4-8 One student taking water sample.

4-9 Group of 7 or 8 cl-W:,ing up shale hank.

4-10 Group of 7 or 8 Jimhing up snale bank.

5th grade students at McFarland Lake, Winter, 1971.

4-11 Sign - McFarland Lake.

4-12 Dedication stone McFarland :_ake.

4-13 Boy with one-man saw cutting tree for tree rings.

4-14 Boys digging in the side of hill for rocks from the till.

4-15 Two boys using saw.

4-16 Distant view of girl drawing.

4-17 Closer view of girl drawing.

4-18 Closeup of girl drawing.

4-19 Group walking across dam.

4-20 Small group walking along in the snow.

4-21 View of group working in the snow.

4-22 ECO trailer sitting in the snow.

4-23 Distant view of ECO trailer sitting in snow.

4-24 Couple of boys working on long house.

4-25 Mr. Dunn looking for water sampler.

4-26 Overall view of gravel pit.

4-27 Girl handing rock to Mr. Frazier.

4-28 Mr. Frazier cutting rock in saw.



W

Tray 44 (continued)

4-29 Mr. Frazier giving sawed cock hack to girl.

5th grade students at Pleasant Grove Cemetery, Winter, 1971.

4-30 One boy making tombstone rubbing.

4-31 Two boys making tombstone rubbing.

4-32 Finished view of two boys' tombstone rubbing.

4-33 Two boys making tombstone rubbings.

4-34 5th grade teacher and students in snow making tombstone rubbings.

4-35 Associate teacher and students in snow making tombstone rubb;rgs.



Tray#5 The fciluwi.ig
October, 11 .

acrivitie,.; it Preston Branch,

5-2 7th grade boys testing temperature of water.

5-3 7th grade group on hillside di. Preston Branch.

5-4 Two girls on tneir quadrangle - Preston Branch.

5-5 Two boys sandingr4ater in the creek.

5-6 Two girls on hillside looking for fossils.

5-7 Group on hillside looking for fossils.

5-8 Two people working in the quadrangle.

5-9 7th grade teacher' looking at equinment in Ed() trailer.

5-10 7th grade teacher coming down scpr., of r_T,0 trailer.

5-11 Blank.

The following slides take place at Hickory Grove, January, 1972.

5-12 Boy cutting hole in ice.

5-13 A group around boy cutting hole in ice.

5-14 Boy cutting hole in the ice.

5-15 Two boys cutting hole in the ice.

5-16 Two boys cutting hole in the ice.

5-17 Group of girls cutting hole in the ice.

5-18 Group of girls cutting hole in the ice.

5-19 One girl cutting hole in the ice.

5-20 Girl lowering Secchi disk to get indication of turbidity.

5-21 Plankton net crew.

5-22 Water analysis crew.

5-23 Water analysis crew.

5-24 Plankton net crew in foreground, transect group in background

5-25 TranseLc group on ice.

5-26 Transect group on ice.

5-27 Distant view of ice hole for pulling gill net through.

5-28 Plague Iowa State University Fishery Research tied to end of net.



Tray #5 (continued)

5-29 Plague Iowa State Ilnive-; Pe search tied tc end of net.

5-30 Chopping hole in the ice.

5-31 Group chopping hole in the ice.

5-32 Instructor telling about elat the net looks like and how it is used.

5-33 Pulling the net out, ta!'ing out bullhead.



Tray #6 9th grade grc,1:p of_ tic- Lc. ..4: '-,ta*J, r=-,,-- anuacy, 1972.

6-1 Group going urn side of hill to make contour lines.

6-2 Group working on contour lines.

6-3 Group working on contouring.

6-4 Small group on contouring.

6-5 Small group on contouring.

6-6 One boy looking througi, sighting staff.

6-7 Boy looking through sic!htinc staff.

6-8 Boy looking through sighting staff.

6-9 Boy looking orough sighting staff ,Jith girl loc .ing on.

6-10 One crew showing completion with the rod cre,1 closest to the camera.

6-11 The same crew with boy looking through sighti, staff.

6-12 Girl looking through sighting staff.

6-13 Boy holding rod.

6-14 Girl looking through sighting staff.

6-15 Group sliding down the hill.

6-16 Same group sliding dcwn the hill in snow.

6-17 Student measuring from the sighting staff to :,he rod.

6-18 Girl looking through sighting staff.

6-19 Girl looking through sighting staff.

6-20 Two people standing with the sighting rod.

6-21 Mr. Dunn taking pictures of crew.

6-22 Group from Central with sighting staff and rod.

6-23 Sighting rod.

6-24 Small group going up side of hill and contourir .

6-25 Group going up side of hill and contouring.

6-26 Two groups going up side of hill and contourin(J.

6-27 Group going up side of hill and contouring; shows sighing staff and rod man.

6-28 Fallen victim getting up.



Tray #6 (contiued)

6-29 A girl holding rod.

6-30 A girl sighting through sighting staff.

6-31 Boy getting ready to sight through sighting staff.

6-32 Instructor by side of river asking for interpretation of why you have
open water at this point when the rest of the river is frozen over.

6-33 Class looking at tree on the corner at the Ledges that illustrates the
height that Saylorville Dam flood waters will be.

6-34 Group sitting in snow listening to instructor. The discussion is about
the sandstone fomation at the Ledges.

6-35 Group trudging tnrough the snow.

6-36 Whole group up against sandstone formation just before returning to scho



Tray 7 9th grd,le - irst part dt the :.ejgE.1=, '972 and Second part Fall, 1971.

7-1 Shows group in trailer warming un after they have been working on their

contour lines.

7-2 Girls plotting data that she got when measuring contour intervals.

7-3 Group of 4 relaxing as they have finished their gathering of data.

7-4 Girl plotting data received during contour study.

7-5 Shelter house at the Ledges State Park.

7-6 Sandstone cliff at the Ledges illustrating concretions and interface.

7-7 Cliff at the Ledges illustrating differential weathering.

7-8 Cliff at the Ledges shov:ing where a concretion had fallen out leaving

a small cave.

7-9 Landslide debris at the Ledges.

7-10 Slide illustrating cross-bedding at the Ledges.

7-11 Concretion in stream beds.

7-12 Shows undercutting of sandstone ledge by present day stream.

7-13 Stream widening by mass wasting.

7-14 Sandstone cliff with interface midway in the cliff.

7-15 Blank.

7-16 Boys sitting on side of hill at Soper's Mill.

7-17 Group of 9th graders on delta - Skunk River.

7-18 Group studying rock structure on side of tributary - Soper's Mill.

7-19 Group up on the side of the hill studying the rock outcropping.

7-20 Group on side of the hill studying rock outcropping.

7-21 Telephoto of group on hill studying rock outcropping.

7-22 Two girls on side of the hill studying rock outcropping.

7-23 Small group studying rock outcropping.

7-24 Small oroup on delta - Skunk River.

7-25 Small group on delta - Skunk River.

7-20 Small group of girls studying rock outcrop.

7-27 One girl climbing up side of hill to study rock outcrop.



Tray #7 (continued)

7-28 Small group studying rock outcrops.

7-29 Small group on the delta Skunk River.

7-30 One boy on side of the hill studying rock outcrop.

7-31 Small group studying delta.

7-32 Two boys on the delta looking at the shape of rocks.

7-33 Four girls on delta looking at tha shape of rocks.

7-34 Boys looking at plant life in the vicinity of Soper's Mill.

7-35 Girl on side of the hill looking at rock outcrops.

7-36 Small group on side of the hill looking at rock outcrops.



Tray #8 Wind damage after storm cf Fall, 1971.

8-1 Whole tree uprooted and tipped over.

q-2 Tree along sidewalk indicating that the tree broke off at a diseased area.

8-3 A tree that has been snapped about 5 or 6 feet above ground level.

8-4 A large tree with one limb broken off.

8-5 Another large tree with a limb broken off.

8-6 How a tree was broken off about 8 feet up; tree appears to be about

18 inches in diameter.

8-7 Mr. Dunn pointing out imperfections within the tree or in the area of

breakage.

8-8 Smaller tree uprooted.

8-9 Large maple tree that was completely uprooted.

8-10 Tree snapped off about 12-14 feet from ground level indicating break
at area where insects have damaged the tree.



Tray I9 Various activities of Project ECO

9-1 Roger Spratt in the field.

9-2 Mr. Dunn and group cooking breakfast at Pilot Knob State Park.

9-3 Group activity in afternoon at Pilot Knob State Park.

9-4 Group of students and Mr. Dunn cooking breakfast at Pilot Knob
State Park.

9-5 Distant view of Pilot Knob Lake from tower at Pilot Knob.

9-6 Intermediate view of Pilot Knob at Pilot Knob State Park.

9-7 Telephoto of Pilot Knob Lake at Pilot Knob State Park.

9-8 Creeping jenny on side of tree.

9-9 Poison ivy on the ground.

9-10 Poison ivy on the side of a tree.

9-11 Poison ivy with berries on the ground.

9-12 Poison ivy on the side of a tree.

9-13 Yellow fungus on side of a tree at 4-H camp.

9-14 Yellow fungus on side of a tree at 4-H camp.

9-15 One of the prairie plants at the high school.

9-16 High school prairie plant.

9-17 High school prairie plant is the helianthus.

9-18 Lead plant at the prairie.

9-19 One of the gnasses of the high school prairie.

9-20- False indigo plant, high school pra-rie.

9-21 One of the plants on the prairie.

9-22 Prairie plant.

9-23 Prairi-, plant.

9-24 Group of plants on the prairie.

9-25 Black sampson, high school prairie.

9-26 Group of black sampsons.
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Tray #9 (continued)

9-27 Closeup of black Sampson.

9-28 Black sampsons on the side of the prairie.

9-29 Group of yellow plants on the prairie.

9-30 One of the anemones on the prairie.



Tray #25 General slides dealing with ECO

25-1 Description of Project ECO - Title slide.

25-2 Description of Project ECO - Title slide.

25-3 Iowa outline map showing Story County.

25-4 Iowa outline map showing Story County.

25-5 Map of Story County.

25-6 Map of Fellows School.

25-7 Dr. Kiser and Jerry Dunn at Preston Branch.

25-8 Dr. Kiser and Jerry Dunn at Preston Branch.

25-9 Four boys erecting sign at Preston Branch.

25-10 Group of teachers watching Mr. Dunn on one activity.

25-11 Group of teachers watching Mr. Dunn on one activity.

25-12 Closeup of Mr. Dunn pouring laytex in ant hole.

25-13 Group of people at Fellows gathered around one of the plantings.

25-14 Group of people at Fellows gathered around the doorway.

25-15 Group of people at Fellows gathered around a planting.

25-16 View of trailer before rennovation started.

25-17 View of trailer with studing on wall.

25-18 Early stages of remodeling.

25-19 Early stages of remodeling of trailer.

25-20 Front part of trailer being fit with furnace.

25-21 Outside of trailer as its first coat of paint is applied. No signs

or anything else are on trailer.

25-22 Interior of trailer during cabinet hanging stages.

25-23 Blank.

25-24 Interior of trailer showing some microscopes and finished interior.

25-25 Interior of trailer showing microscopes and finished interior.

25-26 Interior of trailer showing microscopes.

25-27 Interior of the trailer showing the sink.



2

Tray #25 (continued)

25-28 Interior of trailer showing the refrigerator.

25-29 Interior of trailer showing radio system.

25-30 Closed view of trailer from the rear at Preston Branch.

25-31 Closed view of trailer from side sitting at Preston Branch.

25-32 Open view of trailer from side at Preston Branch.

25-33 Open view of trailer from side at Preston Branch.

25-34 Closed view of trailer from side at Preston Branch.

25-35 View of bus by trailer at the Ledges.

25-36 View of bus by trailer at the Ledges.



PROJEC1 ECO - Ames Community Schools
120 S. Kello12p

Ames, Iowa

BOOK LIST

Books available from Baker & Taylor Company, Midwest and Southern
Division, Momence, Illinois 60954

Allen, Durwood L. Our Wildlife Legacy. Funk & Wagnalls. 1962.

(Popular and dramatic presentation of wildlife management)
Allen, Gertrude E. Everyday Turtles, Toads and Their Kin. Houghton 3.50

Mifflin Co. 48 pp. 1970.
Allen, Richard Hindkley. Star Names: Their lore and Meaning. 3.00

Dover. N.Y. 563 pp. pap.
American Institute of Biological Sciences. Research Problems in 1.25

Biology Series 1. Doubleday Anchor Book. N.v. 232 pp. 1963.
American Institute of Biological Sciences. Research Problems in

Biology Seri-s 2. Doubleday Anchor Book. N.Y. 240 pp. 1963
Aylesworth, Thomas C. This Vital Air, This Vital '.,Tat-r. Find McNally 4.95

and Co. 192 pp. 1968.
Bailey, L. H. How Plants Get Their Names. Dover. 181 pp. pap.
Barr, George. Research Ideas for Young Scientists. McGraw-Hill. 3.42

N.Y. 142 pp'. 1956.

Bates, Marston. The Forest and the S.:a. N.Y. Random House, Inc.
1960. pap.

Benson, Lyman. Plant Classification. Heath & Co. Boston. 688 pp. 14.50
1957

Bent, Arthur C. Life Histories of North American Flycatchers, 3.00
Swallows & Their Allies. Dover. N.Y. 555 pp. pap.

Benton, Allen H. and W. E. Werner. Principles of Field Biology 10.50

and Ecology. N.Y. McCraw-Hill Book Co. 1966. 2nd. ed.
Bessey, Ernest. Morphology and Taxonomy of Fungi. Hafner, N.Y. 16.93
Billington, Elizabeth T. Understanding Ecology. Frederick Warne .3.9i

and Co., Inr. N.Y. 87 pp. 1969.
Blackwelder, Richard E. Classification of the Animal Kingdom

So. Ill. Univ. Press. 94 pp. pap.
Booth, Ernest C. How to Know the Mammals. WM. C. Brown Co. Dubuque, 2.7.i

Iowa. 2nd. ed.
Brandwein, Paul F. and Ruchlis, Hy. Invitations to Investigate; an 4.95

Introduction to Scientific Exploration. Harcourt, Brace Jovano-
vich, Inc. N.Y. 160 pp. 1970.

Branley, Franklyn M. What the Moon Is Like. Thomas Y Crowell Co. 1.73

N.Y. 1963.
Brenner, Barbara. A Snake-Lover's Diary. William R. Scott, Inc. 4.23

N.Y. 90 pp. 1970.
Buehr, Walter. Water; Our Vital Need. Grosset and Dunlap, Inc. 3.95

N.Y. 103 pp. 1967.
Burt, William H. and Grossenheider. A Field Guide to the Mammals. 5.9')

2nd. ed. Houghton Mifflin Co.
Carr, Archie. Handbook of Turtles. Comstock Pub. Co. N.Y. 13.50
Chu, Hung-fu. How to Know the Immature Insects. Wm. C. Brown Co. 2.7!)

Dubuque, Iowa.
Clepper, Henry E. Careers in Conservation. Ronald Press Co. 1963.

(Excellent source for career advising)



Cobb, Boughton. A Field Cuide to the Ferns. Houghton nifflin Co. 5.9:1

Boston.

Coker, Robert F. Streams, Lakes, Ponds. Chapel Hill, N.C. Univ. of ".50
N.C. Press. 1954.

Collins, Henry H. Complete Field Guide to American Wildlife. East, ".9.1

Central and North. Harper. N.Y. 683 pp. 1959.
Comfort, Iris Tracy. Earth Treasures. Prentice-Hall. 72 pp. 3.7:)

Comstock, Anna B. Handbook of Nature Study. Comstoe- Pub. Co. N.Y. 8.50

24th ed.

Conant, Roger T. Field Cuidc to the Reivciles and Amphibians. 5.(ri

Houghton Mifflin Co. 1958.
Conrad, Henry. How to Now !losses and livervorts. Um. C. Brown Co. 3.50

Dubuque, Iowa.
Core, Earl L. and Ammons N. P. Woody Plants in Winter. Boxwood. 2.75

1958. pap.

Crosby, Phoebe. Junior Science Book of Stars. Garrard Press. 2.3
Champaign, Ill. 1960. 64 pp.

Dana, F. T. How to Know the Wild Flowers. Dover. N.Y. 438 pp. 2.i0
Darwin, C. The Origin of Species. Pelican Penguin. pap. (2 cop) :!.50

Dethier, Vincent G. To Know a Fly. Holden-Day. 1962. pap. 2.9i
Dober, Richard P. Environmental Design. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. 13.30

N.Y. 288 pp. 1969.

Eddy, Samuel. How to Know Fresh Water Fishes. Wm. C. Brown Co. 4.i0
Dubuque, Iowa. 2nd ed.

Eddy, Samuel and A. C. Hodson. Taxonomic Keys to the Common Animals 4.00
of the N. C. States. Burgess. 1961. (Very fine keys to Minn-
esota animals except insects)

Eddy, Samuel and T. Surber. Northern Fishes. Chas. T. Branford Co. i.il

(A very complete presentation of Minnesota fishes)
Ehrlich, Paul R. How to Know the Butterflies. Wm. C. Brown Co. 3.13

Dubuque, Iowa.
English, G. L. and Jensen, D. E. Getting Acquainted with Minerals. 1.i i

McGraw-Hill. N.Y. 1958. rev. ed.
Evanoff, Vlad. The Fresh-Water Fisherman's Bible. Doubleday. 180 ''..93

pp. pap.
Farb, Peter. Living Earth. N.Y. Harper and Bro. 1959. 4.9i
Foster, John. The Mississippi; Ever-Changing Wonderland. Dodd, Mead 3.7;

and Co., Inc. N.Y. 80 pp. 1970.
Gabriel, Mordecai L. and Fogel, Seymour. Great Experiments in Biology. ).2i

Prentice-Hall. 1955. pap.
George, Jean Craighead. The Moon of the Deer. Thomas Y. Crowell 3.'3

Co. N.Y. 41 pp. 1969.
George, Jean Craighead. The Moon of the Winter Bird. Thomas Y. 3." i

Crowell Co. N.Y. 40 pp. 1970.
Gilliard, E. Thomas. Living Birds of the World. Doubleday & Co. 14.9'i

1958.

Goetsch, Wilhelm. The Ants. Univ. of Mich. Press. Ann Arbor, Mich. :,.!',0

Greene, John C. Darwin and the Modern World View. .60
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Hardin, Garret. Nature and Man's Fate. Mentor. N.Y. 320 pp. pap. .95

Herald, Earle S. Living Fishes of the World. Doubleday & Co. 12.50

Huxley, Julian. Evolution in Action. .60

Jahn, Theodore L. How to Know the Protozoa. Wm. C. Brown Co. 3.75

Dubuque, Iowa.
Jaques, Harry. How to Know the Beetles. Wm. C. Brown Co. Dubuque, L.75

Iowa.

Jaques, Harry. How to Know the Insects. Wm. C. Brown Co. Dubuque, 3.25

Iowa.

Jaques, Harry. Plant Families - How to Know Them. Wm. C. Brown Co. 3.25

Dubuque, Iowa.

Kaston, B. J. How to Know the Spiders. Wm. C. Brown Co. Dubuque, 2.50

Iowa. 2nd. ed.
Keen, Martin L. Hunting Fossils. Simon (Messner). N.Y. 96 pp. 1970. 4.50

Kendeigh, Samuel C. Animal Ecology. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Pren- 12.95

tice-Hall, Inc. 1961.

Klopfer, Peter H. Behavioral Aspects of Ecology. Prentice-Hall. 1.50

Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 170 pp. 1962.
Klots, Alexander. A Field Guide to the Butterflies. Houghton- 5.95

Mifflin Co. Boston.
LaChapelle, Edward R. Field Guide to Snow Crystals. Univ. of Wash- 2.93

ington Press. Seattle, Wash. 101 pp. 1969.
Lagler, Karl F. Ichthyology, Wiley and Co. 1962. (A broad discussion 14.95

of the biology of fiLhes).
Lanham, Url. The Insects. Columbia U. Press. 1964. (Excellent 3.00

source of biology of insects).
Leopold, A. Sand Country Almanac. Ballantine, 1949. pap. .95

(Philosophy of natural areas)
Levitt, I. M. and Marshall, Roy K. Star Maps for Beginners. Simon 1.95

and Schuster. 47 pp. 12 Star Maps.
Lord, Russell. The Care of the Earth. Mentor. pap. .93

Lutz, Frank. Fieldbook of Insects. G. P. Putnam's Sons. 5.73

N.Y. rev. ed.
MacFall, Russell P. Collecting Rocks, Minerals, Gems and Fossils. 4.95

Hawthorn Bks. 156 pp.
Maeterlinck, Maurice. The Life of the Bee. (2 cop) 1.00

Marsh, Susan. All About Maps and Mapmaking. Random House. 143 pp. 2.33
Martin, Alexander C. Zim, P. S. et. al. Armn-ican Wildlife and Plants. 3.00

Dover. T793. 1961. '

Martin, Martha Evans. The Friendly Stars. Dover. N.Y. 1963. 147 pp. L.30

Revised by Donald H. Menzel and Dr. William W. Morgan. pap.

Mather, Kirtley F. and Mason, Shirley L. A Source Book in Geology. 12.50

Harvard Univ. Press. Cambridge, Mass. 702 pp. 1970.
Mathews, F. Schuyler. Field Book of AmJrican Wild Flowers. G. P. 5.93

Putnam's Sons. N.Y.
Medsger, Oliver. Edible Wild Plants. Macmillan Co. N.Y. 7.50

Moog, Florence. Animal Growth and Development. Heath. 83 pp. pap. 1.30

Moore, George W. and Nicholas, Prother C. Sprdeology; The Study of 2.00

Caves. Heath. 120 pp. pap.
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Morgan, A. Field Book of Ponds and Streams. G. P. Putnam's Sons. 5.95

N.Y.

Morholt, Brandwein, J. A Sourcebook for Biological Sciences. N.Y. 10.95

Harcourt, Brace and World. 2nd. ed. 1966.

Muenscher, Walter C. Keys to Woody Plants. Comstock Publishers. 3.50

124 Roberts Place, Ithaca, N.Y. 1950.
Murie, Olaus. Field Cuide to Animal Tracks. Houghton Mifflin. 1954. 5.95

Needham and Needham. A Guide to the Study of Fresh Water Biology. 2.95

Hoiden -Day. 1963.

Needham, James G. et. al. Culture Methods of Invertebrate Animals. 3.75

Dover. S526. 1937. pap.
Neely, Henry M. A Primer for Star-Gazers. Harper and Row Publishers. 6.95

1970. new ed.
Noble, C. K. The Biology of the Amphibia. Dover. 5206. 1954.

Odum, Eugene P. Fundamentals of Ecology. Philadelphia. W. B.

Saunders Co. 1959. 2nd. ed.
Oliver, James. Natural History of North American Reptiles and '.95

Amphibians. Van Nostrand Co.
Ommanney, F. D. The Fishes. Time-Life. 1963. 3.95

Oosting, Henry J. The Study of Plant Communities. San Francisco. 7.50

W. H. Freeman Co. 1956. 2nd. ed.
Palmer, Ralph S. The Mammal Guide. Doubleday and Co. N.Y. '3.95

Parsons, Frances T. Now to Know th- Ferns. Dover. T740. 1961 2.00

2nd. ea. pap.

'.50

Patten, Bradley M. Early Embryology of the Chick. McCraw-Hill Co.

6.2 0
N.Y. 4th ed.

Patten, Bradley M. Embryology of the Pig. New Am. Lib. of World Lit. 7

N.Y. 3rd. ed.
Peterson, Roger T. A Field Cuide to the Birds. Houghton Mifflin Co. ,.95

Boston.
Peterson, Roger T. A Field Cuide to the Birds. Houghton Mifflin Co. ,.95

Boston. rev. ed.
Peterson, Roger T. How to Know the Birds. Houghton Mifflin. 1962. 7.90

(2 cop)

Peterson, Roger T. & Fisher, J. Wild America. Houghton-Mifflin 2.85

Sentry. 1964. pap.
Petit, Ted S. A Guide to Nature Proiects. Grosset and Dunlap. N.Y. 5.50

316 pp. 1966.
Platt, Rutherford. Discover American Trees. Dodd. new ed. 1968. 4.30
Pohl, Richard. How to Know the Grasses. Wm. C. Brown Co. Dubuque, 3.25

Iowa. 2nd. ed.
Pope, Clifford. Snakes Alive and How They Live. 5.63

Pough, Richard H. Audubon Bird Cuide. Doubleday and Co. N.Y. 4.95

rev. ed.
Pray, Leon. Taxidermy. Th.! Macmillan Co. N.Y. 3.95

Reid, George K. Ecology of Inland Lakes and Estuaries. 9.95
Van Nostrand-Reinhold.

Rickett, H. W. Wild Flowers of America. Smithsonian Institution, 15.00
Wash. D.C. 1963.
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Ridgeway, James. The Politics of Ecology. E. P. Dutton and Co., 5.95

Inc. N.Y. 1970.
Rue, Leonard L. The World of the Beaver. Lippincott. 155 pp. 5.95

1964.

Rugh, Roberts. The Frog (Reproduction and Development). McGraw-Hill 7.50

Co. N.Y.
Ruhe, Robert C. Quarternary Landscapes in Iowa. Iowa State Univ. 8.50

Press. Ames, Iowa. 255 pp. 1969.

Sanderson, I. T. How to Know American Mammals. (3 cop) 1.50

Sargent, Charles S. Manual of the Trees of North America. Dover. 6.00

Saxon, G. R. Secrets in Animal Names. Prentice-Hall. 70 pp. 3.50

Schisgall, Oscar. The Remarkable Creature; the Snail. SimonlMessner). 3.95

N.Y. 64 pp. 1970.
Schmidt, Karl P. and Davis. Field Book of Snakes. C.P. Putnam's Sons. 4.95

N.Y.

Simon, Hilda. Partners, Guests, and Parasites; Coexistence in Nature. 1.95

Viking Press, Inc. N.Y. 127 pp. 1970.
Simon, Seymour. Science in a Vacant Lot. Viking Press, Inc. N.Y. :.50

64 pp. 1970.
Simpson, Brian. Geologic Maps. Pergamon Pub Co. N.Y. 98 pp. 1968. 3.50

Siverly, R. E. Rearing Insects in School. Wm. C. Brown Co. Dubuque, 3.50

Iowa.

Smith, Alexander H. The Mushroom Hunters Field Guide. Univ. of Mich. 8.95

Press. Ann Arbor, Mich. 1964.
Smith, H. M. Handbook of Lizards. Comstock Pub Co. N.Y. 13.50

Storer, John H. The Web of Life. .95

Swain, Ralph. The Insect Guide. Doubleday and Co. N.Y. 4.95

Taylor, Walter P. The Deer of North America. Stackpole Co. Harris- 12.50

burg, Pa. 1956. (A very detailed presentation of deer habits).

Trefethen, J. B. Wildlife Management and Conservation, D. P. Heath 2.00

and Co. 1964. (Excellent revi,2w of wildlife management).
Waring, H. Color Change Mechanisms of Cold Blooded Vertebrates. 9.50

Academic Press. 1963.
Welch, Paul S. Limnological Methods. McCraw-Hill. 12.00

Welch, Paul. Limnology. McCraw-Hill Co. N.Y. 2nd. ed. 13.50

Welty, Carl J. Life of Birds. W. B. Saunders Co. 1962. (A very 12.00

complete and broad reference on avian biology).
Wherry, Edgar T. Wild Flower Guide N.E. and Mid. U.S. Doubleday 4.95

and Co. N.Y.
Whipple, Fred L. Earth; Moon and Planets. Harvard Univ. Press. 7.25

rev. ed. 27C pp. 3rd ed.
Wright, Albert H. Handbook of Frogs and Toads. Comstock Pub. 14.50

Co. N.Y. 3rd. ed.
Youngpeter, John M. Winter Science Activities; Experiments and 2.95

Projects. Holiday House, Inc. N.Y. 128 pp. 1966.
Zim, Herbert S. Plants: A Cuide to Plant Hobbies. N.Y. Harcourt, 5.25

Brice Co. lq47.
Zim, H. S. & A. Sprunt. Game Birds. Colden Press. 1961.
Zim, H. S. and C. Cottam. Insects. Golden Press. 1956.

1.25

1.25



Zim, H. S. and D. F. Hoffmeister. Mammals. Golden Press. 19 55

(2 cop)

Zim, H. S. and H. H. Shoemaker. Fishes. 1957. ColdeA Press.
(2 cop)

Zim, H. S. and H. M. Smith. Repciles and Amphibians. Colden Press.

rev. ed. 1956. (2 cop)
Zim, H. S. and I. N. Gabrielson. Birds. Golden Press. 1956.
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2.50

2.50

2.50

1.25

Fenton, C. L. & M. A. Fossil Book. Doubleday. 17.50
Shuttlewo:.th, F. S. & Zim, H. S. Non-flowering Plants. :olden Press. 2.50

(2 cop)



These books are available from the following sources:

American Education Publications, Education Center, Columbus,

Ohio 43216
Atoms - Crystals - Molecules '.25

Ecology: Mar Explores Life .40

Exploring the Universe .25

Frontiers of Nuclear Science 1.00
Genetics - Thread of Life .25

In the BeL,inning 1.00
Math Patterns in Science
Our Polluted World .00

Probability and S'atistits ;4:5

Science Activities for Fall, Winter, 7prill!,

Science Experiments .25

Science Explores Our World .25

Science Principles .25

Secrets of the Sea .25

The Earth and its Story .25
The Vital Wheel .25

Weather and You .25

What Insect That? 1.00
You and Your twironment .75

Iowa Conservation Commission, 300 Fourth Street, DeG Moines,

Iowa 50319
Iowa Fish and Fishing
Waterfowl in Iowa

Iowa Geological Survey, Iowa City, Iowa 52240

5.00

5.00

Fossils & Rocks of Eastern Iowa 1.00

Iowa State University Press, Press Building, Ames, Iowa
50010

Creative Biology Teaching, Harding, Delma E. 10.50

Museum of Natural History, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kansas 66044

Collecting and Preparing Study Specimens of Vertebrates,
Nall, R.E. 1.00

National Audubon Society, 11.30 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10028

Manual of Outdoor Conservation Education
Trail Planning and Layout
Manual of Outdoor interpretaion

2.00

2.50

3.00

Page 7
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National Wildlife Fed. Inc., 1412 16th N.U., Washington D. C.
20036

A Look at the Economy of Nature and the Economy of
Nature and the Ecology of Nan' 2.95

Sentinel Book Publishers, Inc., 17-21 East 22nd Street, New York,
N.Y. 10010

Exploring with Probe and Scelpel: How to Dissr'ct.

Berman, William 1.50

Stackpole Books, Cameron & Keller Streets, Harrisburg, Pa.
17105

The Ducks, Copse, and Swaps of Forth America, Kortriltht,
Francis N. 7.50

University of Missouri, Columbia Missouri 65201

Wild Flowers of Missouri, Rickett, T.C. & Palmquist, University
of Missouri Bulletin - Vol #55, No. 20 1.00

Wildlife Society, Suite 615, 2000 P Street, Washington D. C.
20005

Wildlife Investigational Techniques, Mosby, H.S.

Wiley, John & Sons Inc., Western District Ctrs, 1530 S.
Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, Utah 84104

4.50

Minerals and How to Study Them (3rd Edition), Dana,
E.S. and Hurlbut, C.S. 3.95



ADDENDUM TO BOOK LIST

These books are available from the following sources:

Association cress, 291 Broadway,
New York, New York 10017

Rainy Day Fun for Kids, Cox, Claire

Baker and Taylor Company, Midwest and Southern Division, Momence,Illinois 60954

Basic Ecology,
Suchshaum, Ralph & MildredFresh Water Life, Hausman, Leon A.High Fliers. Snits, Tadao

Natural History Guide, Laun, H. Charles
Nature Recreation, viall, William GouldScience in Your Own Back Yard, Cooper, Etizabeth K.

$3.95

T. S. Denison
and Company, Inc., 51011 West 83rd Street, Minneapolis,

Minnesota 55431

The Smiling Dragon

$4.77Department of Agriculture, State Capitol,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509

Nebraska Weeds

$15.00Des Moines Center of Science and Industry, Greenwood Park,Des Moipes, Iowa 50312

Kites, Brummitt, Wyatt

$1.25Dover Publications,
Inc., 180 Bari:A

St., New York, I.V.t 10014
Celestrial Objects for Common Telescopes Vol. I and II, $5.93Webb, T. W.

General Biological Supply House, Inc., 8200 S. Moyne Ave.,Chicago, Illinois 60620

The Collection and Preservation or Animal Forms
$1.00Gramercy Publishing Company, 419 Park Avenue South, New York,

New York 10016

Kite Making and Flying, Ridgway, Harold
$1.00



Houghton Mifflin, 1900 So. Batavia Ave., Geneva, Illinois 60134

Color of Minerals, Rapp
Field Guide to Fossils, Beerbower
Field Guide to Lakes, Verduin
Field Guide to Layered Rocks, Freeman
Field Guide to Plutonic and Metamorphic Rock, Romery
Field Guide to Rock Weathering, Boyer
Field Guide to Soils, Foth and Jacobs

Page 2

$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20

Iowa History Books, information and Publication Services, Iowa
State Department of Public Instruction, Grimes State Office
Building, Ces Moines, Iowa 50319

Discovering Historic Iowa $2.00

From Cabin to Capital $1.00

National Science Teachers Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,

Washington, D. C. 20036

Environmental Education Bibliography
Environmental Investigation
Experimentation and Measurement
How to Care for Living Things
How to Evaluate Science Learning
How to Individualize Instruction
How to Organize Team Teaching
How to Present Audible Multi-imagery
How to Provide for Safety
How to Read the Natural Landscape
How to Record and Use Data
How to Teach Measurements
How to Use Behavioral Objectives
How to Use Chromatography
How to Use Photography
How to Utilize Consultant

Ideas for Investigation
Ideas for Junior High
Interdisciplinary Science
Programs in Environmental Education
Vistas of Science - Challenge of Universe
Vistas of Science - Experimentation & Measurement
Vistas of Science - Lore of Plants

Publishers Central Bureau, Department, 172, 33-20 Hunters Point

Avenue, Long Island, mew York 11101

A Natural History of American Birds, Forbush, E.

Howe and May, J. Birchard
America the Beautiful in the Words of Henry David

Thoreau
Art from Found Materials, Discarded and Natural,

Stribling, Mary Lou

$0.75
$0.50
$0.50
$0.35

$0.35
$0.35
$0.35

$0.50
$0.35
$0.50
$0.35

$0.35

$0.35
$0.35
$0.35

$0.35
$2.25
$4.00
$2.00
$1.50

$0.50
$0.50
$0.50

$6.95

$3.95

$3.95
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ASTRONOMY: A History of Man's Investigation of
the Universe, Hoyle, Fred

Audubon's Animals, the Imperial Collection,
Audubon, J. J.

Audubon: 18 Best Loved Bird Paintings
Audubon Game Animals: A Selected Treasury for

Sportsmen, Audubon, James
Birds, Birds, Birds, Birds
Dictionary of Ecology, Hanson, H. C.
Drawing Outdoors, Pitz, H. C.
How to Watch Birds, Barton, Roger
Nature's Ways: How Nature Takes Care of Its Own,

Andrews, Roy Chapman
North American Birds of Prey, Sprunt, Alexander Jr.
Pictorial Encyclopedia of Birds, Hanyak, J.
Pictorial Encyclopedia of Insects, Stanek, V. J.
Pictorial Encyclopedia of Plants and Flowers,

Rickett, F. A.
Rex Brasher's Birds and Trees of North America,

McGaw, Lisa (Ed.)
The Art of Drying Plants and Flowers, Squires, Mabel
The Odyssey Book of American Wildflowers,

Rickett, H. W.
The World of Bees, Hoyt, M.
The Worlds of Birds, Ellis, M.
Thornton W. Burgets: At Paddy the Beaver's Pond,

Cady, Harrison (Illus.)
Wild Flowers of America, Rickett, H. W.

University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Ave., Chicago,
Illinois 60637

Animals Without Backbones: An Introduction to the
Invertebrates (II), Buchshaum, Ralph

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., P. 0:Box 1712,
Rochester, New York 14603

How to Lead a Field Trip
Quick-Key Guide to Birds
Quick-Key Guide to Rocks and Minerals
Quick-Key Guide to Trees
Quick-Key (=Aide to Wild Flowers
Winter Science Activities, Youngpeter, John M.

$4.95

$6.95

$1.00
$3.95

$2.98
$1.98

$3.95
$1.00
$4.95

$2.98
$4.95

$4.95
$4.95

$29.95

$1.49

$6.95

$1.98
$3.95
$1.49

$6.95

$6.58

$0.25
$3.95
$4.95

$3.95
$4.95

$3.95
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NATURE PICTURE

MATERIALS:

Grasses, dried
Corn, shucks, kernels
Sand

Pebbles

Twigs, various sizes and colors

Other dried materials
Cardboard

String or cordage
Glue

Poster paint, any desired color

TOOLS: Knife

DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut pieces of cardboard to the desired "picture" size.
2. Paint on it a solid background.
3. Place the materials mentioned above on the dry painted background

so that they will form a picture or perhaps merely an interested
arrangement. When the arrangements are satisfactory, glue
the materials to the cardboard.

ec-4- d
91 cAlk.`..

er(lss euells

4. Cut the dry branche a few inches longer than the length of each
side of the cardboard.

5. Lash them together to make a frame for the picture.
6. Lash, tack, or glue the cardboard to the frame.
7. Tie the ends of a piece of string to two corners of the frame so it

may be hung on the wall.

VARIATIONS

1. Paint clouds, sky and lakes and then fill in trees, building, path,
and rocks by gluing dried nature materials on this painted
background.

2. If you have a cardboard box a 3-D type of picture can he made
much in the same way as in (1) above.

*Northern Illinois University



SOCIAL STUDIES ACTIVITIES

Make maps and models of the areas; camp or.other outdoor areas.
Dramatize various aspects of life among pioneers, Indians, etc.
Determine how and why a pioneer family would choose a particular

location for a home site.
Examine un old home site, make a sketch of how you think it might

have looked when it was occupied.
Utain and use old tools note changes toward "modernization."

Learn how to use flint and steel, bow and drill, etc. to build a
fire.

Find out how the phrase "to light a shuck" originated.
Explore an older cemetery to discover local history recorded on

the stones.
Obtain some wheat, oats, or barley. Use some clean, dry, smooth

rocks to grind the seeds into flour. Use your flour to make

bread, pancakes, etc.
Read about, organize and play some Indian games.
Look for the various ways man has changed the environment of the

area.

Have an old timer come to visit and tell about the "early days"
and write about wha- he tells.

Visit the many spots of local historical interest.
"Interview" some older people in the area about the history and

development of this locality.
Learn about and act out an Indian ceremonial.
Learn the proper use of a compass.
Do tombstone rubbings.
Use a compass to map the area.
Study and map a drainage pattern.
Discuss the influence of environment on people's way of life.



ART ACTIVITIES

Make transfer, block prints, or crayon prints.
Build and fly a kite.
Make some natural dyes from various berries, stems, -ks,

leaves and roots. Use these dyes on cloth, paper, etc.
What color combinations can I find in nature that would make a

good 'olor scheme for a design?
Make a seed or pebble mosaic.
Make table decorations or centerpieces from natural materials.
Make leaf prints.
Sketch with charcoal from your own fire.

Make jewelry from polished wood.
Use mud or natural clay to make simple puppet heads representing

woodland creatures.
Make on-the-spot sketches to be used later.
Use nature to discover shape and form.
Try to make a comparison of nature colors with 'man-- le' colors.
Use a small cardboard form to frame an area to be ) .ched from

a distance and the same frame to sketch a part of the same
area when closer.

Draw clouds and cloud changes using chalk and colored paper.
Sketch patterns of insect movement.
Sketch erosion patterns.
Make nature cartoons about animals ("Super Smokey and His Friends")
Build up a store of natural materials for art and craft work.
Make prints by grinding and sifting various rocks and clays and

mixing with mucilage, lanolin or face cream.
Experiment with charcoal produced by burning different kinds of wood.
Use natural clay for modeling.
Use natural materials to make mobiles.
Use mushrooms to make spore prints.
Make a sand picture or print.
Prepare an insect "log" or "Insect Hall of Fame."
Make place cards for leaves.
Collect unusual pebbles and treat with equal parts; white shellac

and wood alcohol to bring out colors.
Make animals, etc., from twigs.
Prepare plasters casts from animal tracks.

Braid cornhusks into mats or figures.
Do snow sculpture or modeling.
Prepare a spider web print using white paint (spray type) and a

dark paper background.
Gather leaves, grass, and seeds of different shapes and colors.

Face hPtween two sheets of wax paper and press gently with
d warm iron.



LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITIES

Play "blind" and describe various outdoor situations.
Write a letter home or to a friend.
Take field notes.
Use the camp library for research and reading.
Tell some original "tall tales"
Write a story or a song about the out-of-doors.
Plan and prepare a tape of your outdoor experiences.
Write a poem A4put the Mississippi.
Take a camera hike.
Keep an outdoor diary or "log",
Practice careful listening.
Recognize and record niw "outdoor words."
Write new words in snow, sand, or moist earth.
Enrich word meanings.
Make temporary or permanent labels for a nature trail.
Use children for "living labels".
Make a trail guide.
Produce one-sentence, descriptions.
Describe a natural phenomena such as a storm.
Write stories or poems about natural objects.
Give news or weather reports.
Compos_ea Myth or legend about some area or object.
Identify and label specimens.
(eep a diary or write a story about "My Spot" (an outdoor area

chosen by the student of particular interest to him)
"Space Traveler" --- describe our environment from an outsiders

point of view.
Take some good "nature notes."
Describe various outdoor odors using proper terminology.
Learn to spell the names of trees, anim, ,, etc.
Talk with "oldtimers" to learn the history of trees.
Start a tree calendar and r' 3ry.

Make a list of "outdoor" sounds and weave them into a story.
List several adjectives such as soft, smooth, twisted, and hunt

for nature objects to fit these words.
Describe nature t.punds in writing.

Compose outdoor rope-skipping rhymes.
Write a story about "stars",
Compose a "ballad".
Prepare a radio or television program. (make-believe)

Use charades to portray new outdoor vocabulary words.
Interview various adults about the out if-doors game warden.
Dramatize some "problems" of the pioneers or Indians.



MATH ACTIVITIES

Scavenger hunt for geometric figures.
Temperature by cricket chirps - Count the number of chirps in

15 seconds and add 40 to determine the temperature in

degrees (f).
Compare the six basic shapes of snowflakes.
Estimate the amount of water needed for each individual per week

at camp, school or home.
How big is an acre c the amount of prairie land that a pioneer

could plow in one morling?
Working as a group, gather )ne million acorns, small rocks, etc.

This activity makes the concept of "one million" much

easier to grasp.
Measure and compare size, shapes and weights of various leaves.
Lay out areas - study perimeters find square feet.

Make a line graph of comparative temperatures for a week.
Observing mathematics in leaf formation.
Use leaves to show the meaning of numerals.
Compare centigrade (celsius) and fahrenheit temperatures.
Use "personal" standards of measure such as length of pace,

hand span, length of arm, etc.
Make and use a clinometer.
Estimate weights and lengths of objects.
Learn about standards of weight and length. Establish some of

your own siandards using stones and sticks.
Make a sundial.
Estimate the_pussdge of time, short and long periods.

Estimate tree heights.

Take a "tree census".
Estimate distance by pacing.
Count, tally, and average in the outdoors.
Calculate topsoil losses after heavy rains.
Discover how fast water flows ' small creeks and rivers.

Study the travel rate of vari;As insects in feet per second or
inches per minute.



V-

PURPOSE:

PROCEDURE:

ALPHABET OBSERVATION HIKE

To help the individual become aware of native materials

found in the outdoors through direct observations.

Divi,.? into small groups and have each group list as many
natural items they can find beginning with each letter of

the alphabet.

DESCRIPTIVE WRITING

DIRECTIONS: Find the objects listed below and then do the following

things with each object: (1) look at the object
(2) feel the object
(3) smell the object
(4) listen for sounds which may

come from it or are associated with it
(5) taste it (if safe to do so)

Write as many descriptive words as the basis for
description as you can using your sensory experiences
Some possible examples are:

1. ' :s year's deciduous leaf

2. This year's evergreen leaf
3. Last year's deciduous leaf
4. River water
5. Water from the stream

6. Wet soil along the river

7. A rock
8. Twig on a tree
9. A flower

10. Bark on a tree
*Northern Illinois University

WORDS INTO PICTURES

In my fifth grade class we are trying to become more exact in expressing our

ideas. To help in this effort, I asked each student to write a descriptive

paper on an imaginary animal. Then, without warning, I had them exchange

papers. Next, I asked each child to draw a picture of the description he

received.
Their enthusiasm was high, their reactions natural and critical: 'Nothing

here tell's me how big it's suppose to be.' I can't make him do anything

because that was left out.' ...

After several attempts at this activity, the student's descriptions, and
thereafter their pictures, became much more detailed.

*Shirley R. Secord, fifth grade teacher
,entral School, Natick, Mass.



SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

Mark and release some insects for an ecological population study.

Does snow actually form a warming blanket over our earth?

Use themometers to find and answer this.

Give daily weather reports at school or camp.
Make a comparison of temperatures in sun and shade, on bare

ground, in water, grass, etc.

Visit a conservation area.
Visit a farm where conservation activities and practices are

being followed.
Examine and identify tracks.
Investigate plant growth, recovery and grating techniques.

Prepare a leaf or wood specimen collection.

Make a seed collection. Classify the seed according to the

way they travel or are carried.

Count the number of seeds on a plant;average counts of ten or

more plants.
Conduct experiments to see what kinds of foods, birds, fish,

squirrels, etc.
Observe plant succession.
Experiment with various types of weed killer.

Exchange or replant sod, shrubs, and small trees into a new

environment. Observe and record results.
Research and find in nature the Iowa State flower, bird, tree,

rock, etc.
Dismantle several abandoned birds' nests and try to determine

what building materials were used.

Make a bird survey. Observe bird feathers with a hand lens or

microscope.
Go on a bird hike early in the morning with some members of the

Audubon Society.
Tap a maple tree, collect the sap and boil it down into maple

syrup.
Build a bird feeder or bird house.
Make a "Light trap" for collecting insects. ,
Build an observation beehive or antnest.
Collect and study insect galls.
Build and use a small animal trap to catch mice, shrews,. etc.

Prepare a collection of various soils.
Make simple rock groupings according to weight, color, shape,

etc.

DP an experiment to show relationship between snow volume and

water volume after the snow has been melted.

Devise some instruments to measure rainfall, wind, velocity

and direction.
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SPECIAL FIELD TRIP NC. 1

The Iowa Historical located at East 12th and Grand,

Des Moine, Iowa -- As zi S,,polement to Environmental Educa-

tion Sponsored by Prr)iect [CO

The display of earl" of +1-rv.oortation located in the basement

room of the museum lends it if to jle study of pollution by modern modes of

transportation. If one would discuss the hardships endured by the early
emigrants and convince the students that they must make value judgements as
to the good the modern cars serve as opposed to the harmful aspects of pollu-

tion.

A comparisor should be made as to the structure of th wagons, the Purpose

they served, the relative speed and comfort of travel, etc. I think the Milburn
Electric should he emphasized so that students could see that the idea of an

electric car is not something entirely new.

The mounted animal display on the second floor is a must. It should be

pointed out that the animals ark not killed to he prepared for the wildlife
displays but are salvaged after death has resulted from various accidental

means. This display includes some passenger pigeons which gives an opportunity
to discuss other species that are in danger of extinction.

The display of Indian culture on the third floor is valuable in showing
how closely some people have to adjust to the land in order for them-to survive.

It also serves to give the student a deeper appreciation of their role in the

total environment.

The rock and fossil displays, also located on the third floor, can be utilized

as a motivator to help the student become aware of his surroundings and become

mpre inquisitive about his region.



IOWA STATE hi3TORICAL MUSET1 DISPLAYS

VEHICLES (not numbered at museum)

1. Family Ox Wagon Used by John T. Ames to move to Iowa in 1854. He

settled in Tama County. 15 miles Per day was considered excellent
time, compared to 500 miles per day now. Donor John T. Ames, Jr.

2. Stage Coach Used in Iowa in the 1850's. Rapid transit - 40 or 50

miles per day. Notice leather strap and rocker suspension instead of

springs. Also called .a "two horse jerky". Served in Afton and Red

Oak area. Donor Mrs. Perry Tracy, P?d Oak, Iowa.

3. Rockaway Carriage Built in 181?1. This style remained popular many

years. Ad in newspaper in 1875 lists onefor $35. However, with

wages about 10C an hour money was scarce. Donor Ira B. Overbolt,

Harlan, Iowa.

4. Conestoga Wagon The nale is Iroquois: Called Conestoga from vicinity
in which they were first in common use, viz. Conestoga Creek, Lanchester

Co., Pennsylvania. Also known as Pennsylvania Wagon, Quaker Wagon, and
in the middle and western states it was called the Prairie Schooner.

First appearance in 1775, when Franklin advertised for 150 of them

for use of General Braddock's Army. Also they were furnished to the
Continental A "my in the War of the Revolution, mainly supplied from
Pennsylvania. During the War of 1812, the wagons transported arms,

ammunition and supplies to army on frontier. They were also in constant
use in peace; their numbers were vast. At one time, over 3000 ran back

and forward between Philadelphia and other Pennsylvania towns, sometimes

100 would follow in close row. They were conspicuous in the winter
seasons while competitors (the canals) were frozen. From middle colonies,

this wagon found its way to every colony ano every settlement. Renamed

"prairie schooner" it carried civilization and emigration Across the.

continent to the Golden Gate. The bleaching bones of these wagons may

still ..)e seen in our west, and are distinct relics of the old pioneer

western life as are the bones of the buffalo.

These wagons were later cast aside in barn yards near El Reno,
Oklahoma where in 1904 an agent for the "Seminole "Hdian medicine Co."
(Montgomery Brothers Proprietors) of Boone, Iowa found them. They were

used far the "Texas Bill Wild West Shows" for a few years,then in 1908
were presented to the museum.

5. Brougham Carriage - 1868. Town carriage used by James D. Edmundson,

Pioneer Lawyer - i;anker and Philanthropist. The Des Moines Art Center
was founded as a result of one of his generous gifts. Donor - J. D.

Edmundson, Des Moines, Iowa.

6. Cadillac - 1905. Single cyclinder, 7-1/2 HP. Water cooled, planetary
transmission (a form of transmission for varyirg the speed transmitted

from the engine). Price c750. Founder' late in 1902. Only three (3)

1902 cars built. In 1°)6 Cadillac outso'd both Ford and OTds in he

"low market" field. Gil took charge in 1909 and Cadillac moved into

luxury market. Donor D. S. Kruidenier, Des Moines, Iowa.



VEHICLES (continued)

7. Milburn Electric Used by Governor George W. Clarke from 1919-1940.

8:' Mail Wagon - Owned and used by Rex T. Taylor (1897-1971) of New Virginia,
Iowa. Mr. Taylor carried mail in that area of Warren Co. for 38 years;

he retired in 1962. When he started in 1924, Rural Route 2 was 26 miles
of Iowa mud, and he ha. 136 Patrons. 38 years, 8 horses and 13 fords
later his route was 66 miles and he had 151 patrons. Purchased in 1924

for 5127. Annual salary was 51,800 in 1924. Donors - Mrs. Zona Cole
Spokane, Washington: Mrs. Sharon Boatwright, Delano, Minnesota; and Mrs.
Kay Johnson, Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

9. Locomobile 1897. One cf the first cars in Iowa. Had 2 cylinder, steam
powered, tiller steering (Locomobile was steered with a bar rather than
a steering wheel) and chain drive. Owned and operated by W. G. Haskell,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Donor Guy Haskell.

10. Knoxmobile - 1901. Show ca at first auto show in Chicago. It was bought
by W. H. Steer of Madison Co. One cyclinder, gP4!ine engine and -h in
drive. Unique springs. Cost $850.

11. Sleigh Used by F. M. Hubbell, Des Moines, Iowa.

AIRPLANES

Bleriot XI (2nd Floor) - 1909. Result of 10 previously unsuccessful planes
EUTTY-5Trance by Louis Bleriot. This one was very successful -- established
many firsts and set pace in airplane development. Modem aircraft still quite
similar.

Bleriot XI -- fly English Channel
fly Alps

have modern controls

loop the loop
fly the mail
fly in Des Moines
be mass produced

Data about Bleriot XI

Weight 600 lbs.
Length 26 ft. 5 in.
Wingspan 30 :t. 5 in.
Takeoff and landing speed 25 MPH
Perfo ance

35 MPH 26 hP Anzanii
40 MPH 50 HP 7 cyl. Gnome
80 iPH 100 HP 9 cyl. Gnome

Note of Interest: Louis Bleriot made the first international airplane flight.
In 1909, he flew 23-1/2 miles across the English Channel
from France to England in 37 minutes.
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AIRPLANES (continued)

Benoist 1915 (3rd Floor) Built and flown by Oscar Soibrig at Davenport,

Iowa. First airplane made in that area. Donated by his family.

STUFFED A'IMALS (Listed by displays -- displays not numbered at museum)

Display 1: Red Tail Hawk (Male, fem'ale, two young and nest)

Harlan or Blackhawk (Male and female)
Spotted Hawk (Male)
Marsh Hawk (Female, four young, and nest)
Roughed Legged Hawk (FeMale)
Sparrow Hawk (Male and female)

Prairie Hens (or Prairie Ciiickens)
(Male, female and eggs)

Display 2:

Display 3:

Display 4:

Display 5:

Display 6:

2 Bald Eagles and three young
Sandhill Crane
Whistling Swan
Double Crested Cormorant
Great Blue Heron

3 Golden Eagles

Passenger Pigeons (Male and female) [Note: Passenger pigeons extinct.]

American Bison (Bull, cow, and calf)

Deer
Eastern Chipmunk
American Elk (Buck, cow and 2 young)

Cold Finch
Wild Turkey

Display 7: Mongolian Pheasant (5 male and 3 female)

Note: Mongolian Pheasant are very important game birds

in Iowa.

Display 8: American White Pelican

Display 9: Loom Family (btice extreme rear position of feet)

Display 10: American Moose (Bull, cow, and bull calf)

Display 11: Raccoon (2 male and 1 female)

Display 12: Red Fox (Male and female; Female with 11 kittens)

Display 13: Black Bear (brown) female
Black Bear (Male)
2 Black Bear Cubs
Clack Bear (Male) (A good dance to talk about

Albino Squirrel
heredity mistakes.)

Northern Skunk (Male, female and 2 kittens)
Albino Skunk



STUFFED ANIMALS (continued)

Display 14: Ruffed Grouse (4 male)
Wood Cock (Male, female, nest with 4 eggs, and nest with 2

new hatched chicks)
Bob White (1 male and 2 female)
European Partridge (3 male, 6 female and next with 16 eggs)

Iowa Brush Wolf (1 fer_ e and 5 cubs) [Notice them feeding on lamb]

Coyote Cub

Whistling Swan (Male and female)
Canada Goose (Male and female)
Brant Goose (Male ,nd female)

Screech Owl (1 male and 3 female)
Barred Owl (Male, feme-? and 2 eggs, and 2 young)
Barn Owl (Male and female)
Long Eared Owl (Male end female)
Great Horned Owl (Male and female)
Snowy Owl (Female)
Great Gray Owl ("31e)
Richardson's Owl Pah)

Display 15:

Display 16:

Display 17:

Display 18: Ducks of Iowa
Mallard (Male and female)
Black Duck (Male and female)
Hooded Mergal.ser (Male and female)
Green Winged Teal (Male and female)
Wood Duck (Male and female)
Blue Winged Teal (Male and female)
Buffle Head (Male and female)

Scaup Duck (Male and female)
Ringneck Duck (Male and female)

Display 19: Spring Migration of Shore Birds
Forster's Tern
Marbled Godwit
Stilt Sandpiper
Hussonian Godwit
Sanderling
Lesser Yellowlegs
Wilson's Phalarope (Male and female)

Display 20: Numerous Song Birds

INDIAN DISPLAYS

Wickiup -- Traditional house of the Woodland Indians. Bark slabs were some-

times used instead of mats. This one was built by the people that live at

Tama.

Corn grinder or matate (met-tah-tay) - Many Indians used a flat stone for
grinding corn and some preferred one made of wood.
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Birchbark Canoe -- 1917 Chippewa
Dugout Canoe
Birchbark Canoe -- 1908 -- Made in Ely, Minn.

Pottery -- Offer students a chance to see different styles of pottery
made from clay.

Pueblo Pottery - Zuni, New Mexico
Caddean Pottery South Central United States
Ceneota Pottery Allamakee County, Iowa

Many Indian Displays such as: Human bones and skulls
Stones used to make tools and weapons, etc.
Indian weapons

Indian weaving and beadwork
Indian clothing and headdress
Bones and skulls of different animals(bison, etc.)

Excavation from West Des Moines -- Mississippian culture from 250-40G years
ago.

Remains include: flexed burial* of an adult and infant
remains of two juveniles
flexed burial of a male

* an ancient form of burial in which the knees of the corpse ire
drawn up to its chin to moke the body more compact.

Artifacts from excavation include: Chert knives
Potsherds

Rubbing stone
Scrappers
Red ochre
Celt
Beads made from sea shells
Chert flakes
Shell ..nains

Rodent teeth
Shell crosses
Animal remains
Objects made from sea shell
Crosses made from clam shell
Shell cross fragments
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OTHER DISPLAYS OF INTEREST

Basement

I
I

1. Flour mill -- First set up on Iowa River in 1877. Moved to Skunk River

near Colfax in 1888. Powered by water. In 1901 it was moved to Rooker
Farm near Mitchellville and converted to steam power. Note wooden teeth

on drive gear. Donor - S. T. Rooker.

2. Block from Log cf Fir Tree, Chehalis, Washington -- 267 "annual" rings
in section cut in 1893 which indicates tree was a seedling in about
1626, six years after PilgrimF landed at Plymouth Rock.

3. Collection of early bicycles (direct drive, chain drive, gear drive).

4. Collection of early farm tools and equipment.

5. Sheep power treadmill:

6. Keystone corn planter, 1870, entirely manual operation.

7. Collection of large animal traps used by pioneers.

1st Floor

8. Rifle and sword collection.

9. Collection of early glassware including: Early American Glass, Cut

and Engraved Glass, Pressed Glass, and Bottles.

10. Library.

2nd Floor

11. Collection of early home furnishings.

12. Collection of early toys, books and dolls.

13. Collection of early and present telephones.

14. Collection of lights in early history.

15. Collection of early medical equipment.

16. War relics of the Spanish American War.

3rd Floor

17. War relics of the Civil War, including a Gatling Gun.

18. War relics of World War II, including uniforms and medals, etc.

19. Collection of early Iowa pottery and Pewter Ware.
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OTHER DISPLAYS OF INTEREST (continued)

3rd Floor

20. Many specimens of rocks, minerals and petrified wood.

21. Display of Geodes of Lower Warsaw Formation (State Rock of Iowa).

22. _Display of Stalactites and Stalagmites.

23. Display of fossils of LeGrand, Iowa (world wide index fossils).

24. Display of Crinoids.

25. Display of fossil leaves of Iowa.

26. Plant fossils.

27. Crystals from Iowa mines.

28. Display of Fluorescent Minerals.

29. Display of Sea Cohl.

;
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SPECIAL FIELD TRIP NO. 2
The Des Moines Center of Science and Industry -- located at

Greenwood-Ashworth Park, Des Moines, Iowa -- As a Supplement

to Environmental Education Sponsored by Project ECO

The Des Moines Center of Science and Industry Nas two oermanent displays

and a planetarium that could easily be correlated with studies concerning the

environment.

Upon entering the building one ~s greeted by a Foucault Pendulum that

swings back and forth knocking over progressive pegs at the.rate of one every

3-1/2 minutes. The Foucault Pendulum was designed by Jean FdOcault in 1851

and is used to prove, mathematically, that the earth rotates pn its axis.

This rotation must ba understood before one can grasp the Uhderlying princi-

ples relating to wind and ocean currents and the directional aspects of these

currents. At this time r:ne might point ,at that the early, astronomers be-

lieved the earth was the center of the universe and th4 Planets and stars

all revolved around the earth (Ptolmey's Theory). This could be compared to

the theory that forms the basis for our modern beliefs concerning the move-

ments of our celestial bodies (Copernican Theory).

The second permanent display is located in the basement area and concerns

energy -- some forms, usage and conversion techniques. This is a commercially

prepared exhibit and has panels depicting some of the famous scientists that

have made major contributions to the study of energy conversion, backlighted

assemblages illustrating conversion machinery and listeningAtations that play

back information concerning various components' of tlittisplay. Midway through

this exhibit there is a stationary bicycle that has the rear wheel connected

to a generator. As the student pedals the bicycle generator is activated

provided the wheel turns fast enough, the electricity generated will light a

Rprpon of the exhibit. This enables the student to experience the energy

ctarnAret.rsion. The last station of "s exhibit is a slide presentation, with

1,a1)006,narration, that illustrates dome of the environmental problems that re-

Wrfrom air and water pollution.
N P

A TO planetarium can be rented for special showings if reservations are se-

4relkat pi early date. These showings can accomodate up to 75 persons and

lt12$40 per showing. The planetarium is open to the public, at a nominal

f0,-ortIuasday and Friday evenings as well as Saturday and Sunday afternoons

Ja0'event;ngs. Further information about planetarium showings should be secured

k froth he bus}ness office, Greenwood-Ashworth Park, and the telephone number is

2 4138.',: _
N,

Other exhibfils,include youth projects illustrating science principles,

phono visitin, a caTeclion of early typewriters and several temporary displays

of interest. Aoproximctely 90 min. should be allowed to properly view the

exhibits.
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SPECIAL FIELD TRIP NO. 3
The Anderson-Erickson Dairy -- located at 2229 Hubbell Avenue,
Des Moines, Iowa -- As a Supplement to Environmental Education
Sponsored by Project ECO

This trip should be arranged through the business office of th(, iry

and the telephone number is 265-2521.

The tour through the plant includes an explanation of milk pickup from
the farm and delivery to the dairy. Methods of transfer, sterilization,
and initial storage are explained in detail, depending on the grade level of
the group. The processing of the milk is continued and as the tour progresses
they are able to view the production of cottage cheese, bottlp cleaning,
homogenizing and pasteurization methods and the steps taken to test the
quality and purity of the finished product.

The tour concludes with each student receiving a,darton of chocolate
milk and an explanation of bacteria control and the care taken to insure a
product fit for human consumption.

I
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